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ABSTRACT
This report presents the results of the General Dynamics/Convair B-9U
booster verification wind tunnel test. These tests were conducted in
the Marshall Space Flight Center's 14 x 14-inch trisonic wind tunnel
utilizing l .0035 scale model during May-June 1971. The nominal Mach
numbers tested were 0.6, 0.9, 0.95, 1.0, 1.05, 1.20, 1.501.50, 2.0, 2.'4,
3.00, 4.50 and 5.0. The angle-of-attack range was +5° to 40° . The
yaw data was obtained over a range of -10° to +100 at fixed angles-of-
attack of 00, 60, 150, 25° , and 300° . The Reynolds number range was 4.,
to 6.9 million per foot. Results include elevon and canard effective-
ness in pitch and rudder, aileron, body flap and tail effectiveness in
yaw.
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Experimental aerodynamic investigations have been conducted in the NASA/MSFC
14 x 14 inch Trisonic Wind Tunnel on a 0.0035 scale model of the General
Dynamics Convair (GD/C) proposed space shuttle booster, B9U. Six component
force and moment data were recorded and are presented herein in coefficient
form for both the body and stability axis systems. The data spanned a Mach
number range from .6 to 4.96 and for an angle of attack range from 50 to
40° at 00 sideslip and -10O to 100 sideslip at 00, 60, 150° 25° , 300 angle
of attack. Primary configuration variables during these tests were control
surface deflections which included the elevon deflected 100 and -200, aile-
ron deflection of O100, canard deflections of -15° and -306, rudder deflec-
tion of 100, and rudder flare deflections of 400 and 600° .
The measured value of CY, CYN, and CBL in dataset Z35FCE at Mach number of
1.94 and 4 degrees angle of sideslip were determined as faulty data. The
considered data was removed, and the values presented for the aforementioned
coefficients are interpolated values between 2 and 6 degrees angle of side-
slip respectively.
TABLE I. SADSAC NOMENCLATURE OF AERODYNAMIC COEFFICIENrTS
SADSAC NOMENCLATU
COEFFICIENT COEFFICIENT NAME
BODY AXIS STABILITY AXIS WIND AXIS
CA Total Axial Force CA
CAB Base Axial Force CAB --
CAF Forebody Axial Force CAF
CD Total Drag Force - CD CDTOTL
CDB Base Drag Force - CDB CDBASE
CDF Forebody Drag Force - CDF CDFORE
;L Lift Force - CL CL.
CN Normal Force CN
Cy Side Force CY. CY CC
C1 Rolling Moment CBL CSL CWL
Cm Pitching Moment CLM CLM CPM
Cn Yawing Moment CYN CLN CLN
L/D Lift-To-Drag Force Ratio - L/D CL/CD
L/D Lift-To-Forebody Drag Force Ratio L/DF' CL/CDF
N/A Normal-To-Axial Force Ratio N/A
N/A Normal-To-Forebody Axial Force Ratio CN/CAF
. .. ~~~~~~~~~~~~
CONFIGURATIONS INVESTIGATED
The components and combinations of components tested are listed below.
Description
Basic body with length of 248.3 ft. (F.S.) and maximum
width of 36 ft (F.S.) at tank C. (Same as B2 2R4 )
Delta wing with 53° LE sweepback and an unswept T.E.
with a wing-body fillet and with different airfoils
at theo. root, body Junction, break and tip
Delta canard with 600 LE sweep full scale exposed saea
of 503.99 sq. ft., taper ratio .1055, pivot Pt. @56% CR
at Fuse. Sta. 2024" and W.L. 450" full scale.
Vertical tail with 35° LE sweep, at taper ratio of 0.5
and a full scale area of 1500 sq. ft.
Rocket engines for B-9U booser, outside (8) engines
only with part of top 2 engines removed for high cc
blade.
Small2left hand body flap with full scale area of
75 ft (T.E. of flaps match T.E. of wing in retracted
position) swept back of flap H.L. is 500° , flap
deflections are 200, 40° , and 60 ° .
Same as F
7
L ex8 ept full scale area is 150 ft , with









Indicates vertical tail removed at high angles of
attack and on the model for low angles, when high and
low angles are plotted together. (B2 5 W
1 9














B25Wl9C8 1  
B25W19 8 V0
B25 19 8 7
B25w19Cs8
NOTE: B25WlgCsVloL1 indicates vertical tail removed at high angles when high
and low angle data are plotted together
The above configurations were tested at elevon deflections of +10
°
, 0~ - 10°
and -20 , aileron deflections of 00 and +10 , canard deflections of 0O -15, and -30 ,
rudder deflections of 00 and 100, and body flap deflections of 00, 400 and 600
for small body flap and only 400 for the large body flap. Two sting arrangements
were utilized to test the models at an angle of attack range of +5°to 40° . The
yaw range was -100 to +100 or -40to +10 depending upon the sting support.
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The Marshall Space Flight Center 14" x 14" Trisonic Wind Tunnel is an inter-
mittent blowdown tunnel which operates by high pressure air flowing from stor-
age to either vacuum or atmospheric conditions. A Mach number range from .2
to 5.85 is covered by utilizing two interchangeable test sections. The
transonic section' permits testing at Mach 0.20 through 2.50, and the super-
sonic section permits testing at Mach 2.74 through 5.85. Mach numbers between
.2 and .9 are obtained by using a controllable diffuser. The range from .95
to 1.3 is achieved through the use of plenum suction and perforated walls.
Mach numbers of 1.44, 1.93 and 2.50 are produced by interchangeable sets of
fixed contour nozzle blocks. Above Mach 2.50 a set of fixed contour nozzle
blocks are tilted and translated automatically to produce any desired Mach
number in .25 increments.
Air is supplied to a 6000 cubic foot storage tank at approximately -40OF dew
point and 500 psi. The compressor is a three-stage reciprocating unit driven
by a 1500 hp motor.
The tunnel flow is established and controlled with a servo actuated gate
valve. The controlled air flows through the valve diffuser into the stilling
chamber and heat exchanger where theair temperature can be controlled from
ambient to approximately 1800 F. The air then passes through the test section
which contains the nozzle blocks and test region.
Downstream of the test section is a hydraulically controlled pitch sector
that provices a total angle of attack range of 20° (100°). Sting offsets




The diffuser section has movable floor and ceiling panels which are the pri-
mary means of controlling the subsonic Mach numbers and permit more efficient
running supersonically. The sector assembly and supersonic diffuser telescope
into the subsonic diffuser to allow easy access to the model and test section.
Tunnel flow is exhausted through an acoustically damped tower to atmosphere
or into the vacuum field of 42,000 cubic feet. The vacuum tanks are evacuated
by vacuum pumps driven by a total of 500 hp.
Data is reqorded by a solid state digital data acquisition system. The digi-
tal data is transferred to punched cards during the run to be reduced later
by a computer to proper coefficient form.
The tunnel components and performance are discussed in more detail in NASA











.60 6.4 x lOe 5.59 o100
.90 6.8 8.02 99
.96 6.8 8.26 99
1.00 6.7 8.41 100
i.04 6.6 8.49 101
1.20 6.6 8.96 101
1.50 6.5 9.56 103
2.00 6.9 10.07 _ 102
2.74 4.9 5.99 103
3.00 4.2 4.88 100
4.45 5.2 3.57 1 0 3
-5 .oo 5.5 _ 3.07 101


















The calculation of the aerodynamic coefficients were about the body and
stability axis reference systems. Data reduction included static tare, base
pressure, and balance cavity pressure corrections to the balance recorded data.
The model dimensional data utilized in computing the aerodynamic coefficients
are listed in TABLE 11 below:
TA_ LE
Area (Sref) wing theoretical area
Length (c) wing theoretical MAC
Span (b) wing theoretical span
Base Area Ab:
With straight sting, Ab =
With blade support, A =
Balance Cavity Base Area (Ac):
With straight sting, Ac
With blade support, Ac
Balance Cavity Planform Area
With blade support Acp
Axial Transfer Distance from
BMC to MRC X1
Moment Arm from EIRC to Centroid
of Acp, X2



























NOTE: (1) Acp and X2 = 0 when straight sting is used.
The base pressure taps are located as shown on Figure
pressure tap is shown on Figure 7
6 and the blade
13
Those equations where base pressure, cavity or surface pressure effects
were accounted for are listed below.
Body Axis
(!) Normal Force Coefficient, (CN)
C + (Pc - P bA)A 1
C, Si= , qc S(ref)
(2) Axial Force Coefficient, C and CAT AF
(3) Pitching Moment Coefficient, (Cm)
C MPG + CN X1 (Pc - Psl) Acp X2
Cm q= S ) S(r) 
qm e S(ref) c q~ S(ref)
14
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
PLOTTED NOMINAL NCMINAL a NOMINAL 1
COEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration



















Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Elevon Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration





































































SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(Continued)
PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOMINAL 
COEFFICIENT MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
Effect of Mach Number on the
B-9U Configuration (Canard
Deflection = 0)
Effect of Mach Number on the
B-9U Configuration (Canard
Deflection = -15)
Effect of Mach Number on the
B-9U Configuration (Canard
Deflection = -15)
Effect of Mach Number on the
B-9U Configuration (Canard
Deflection = -30)
Effect of Mach Number on the
B-9U Configuration (Canard
Deflection = -30)
Canard Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Canard Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Canard Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration
Canard Effectiveness on the
B-9U Configuration


































































SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(Continued)
PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOMINAL D
COEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES




Varying Alpha for the Complete
B-9U Configuration
C Angle of Attack 1.0-5.0 0,6,15 -11 - 11 155-172
Lateral-Directional Data With
Varying Alpha for the B-9U
Configuration With Tail Off
C Angle of Attack 1.0-5.0 0,15,25,30 -12 - 12 173-190
Lateral-Directional Data With
Varying Mach No. For the Com-
plete B-9U Configuration
Lateral-Directional Tail and
Rudder Effectiveness for B-9U
Configuration (Alpha = 0)
Lateral-Directional Rudder Data















-3 - 17 191-211
-2 - 11 212-229
-4 - 16 230-232
Lateral-Directional Data Tail
on and off for B-9U Configu-
ration (Alpha = 15)
C Configuration
Lateral-Directional Aileron
Data for B-9U Configuration
(Alpha = 0)
Lateral-Directional Aileron












-2 - 11 251-268
-11 - 11 269-274
4.45 20 - 33 0 154
"H
1.0-5.0 15 -11 - 11 233-250
SUMMARY DATA PLOT INDEX
(Continued)
PLOTTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NCMINAL
COEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CONDITIONS VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
Lateral-Directional Small Body C Small Body Flap 1.97-5.0 30 -12 - 12 275-283
Flap Effectiveness for B-9U Deflection Angle
Configuration (Alpha = 30)
Lateral-Directional Small Body C Small Body Flap 1.19-3.0 15 -11 - 11 284-292
Flap Effectiveness for B-9U Deflection Angle
Configuration (Alpha = 15)
Lateral-Directional Large Body C Large Body Flap 3.0-5.0 30 -11 - 11 293-298
Flap Effectiveness for B-9U Deflection Angle
Configuration (Alpha = 30)
Lateral-Directional Large Body C Large Body Flap 1.0-1.96 15 -11 - 11 299-307
Flap Effectiveness for B-9U Deflection Angle
Configuration (Alpha = 15) co
Lateral-Directional Data Small C Small & Large Body 1.0-1.96 15 -11 - 11 308-316
and Large Body Flaps for B-9U Flap Deflection
Configuration (Alpha = 15) Angle
Lateral-Directional Data Small C Small & Large Body 1.95-5.0 30 -12 - 12 317-328
and Large Body Flaps for B-9U Flap Deflection
Configuration (Alpha = 30) Angle
Lateral-Directional Incremental D Angle of Attack .9-3.0 5 - 23 0 329-403
Coefficients Due to Control
Deflections
Lateral-Directional Incremental E Angle of Attack .9-2.0 5 - 23 0 404-448
Coefficients Due to Control
Deflections
































PLOTfTED NOMINAL NOMINAL a NOMINAL CINA
COEFFICIENTS MACH SCHEDULE SCHEDULE
PLOT TITLE SCHEDULE CCNDITIONS VARYING NUMBER (DEGREES) (DEGREES) PAGES
Lateral-Directional Longitu- F Angle of Attack .9-3.0 5 - 23 0 449-463
dinal Partial Derivatives












1. Positive directions of force coefficients
moment coefficients, and angles are
indicated by arrows.
2. For clarity, origins of wind and stability








Figure 1. Axis systems, showing direction and sense of force and
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Figure 5. Moment Transfer Diagram
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X2 = -2.631 INCHES
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16. Schlieren Photo of Model at Mach 
MODEL COMPONENT DESCRIPTION SHEETS
37
,:ODEL COI.iPO'1:ENT:
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: B-9U, symmetrical about buttline 0.0 the body varies
from a round cross section near the nose to a flat bottom cross section for
the center and aft end, providing a natural fairing for the delta wing.



























Planform (to wing Junction)
Incl. center sect. to














PODEL COMPONENT: Wing - W1o 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta win7 with 530 L.E. sweeDback and an unswept T.E.























Root (Wing Sta. 0.0)
Tip, (equivalent)
MAC
Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC
B.L. of .25 MAC
Airfoil Section











Fus. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.P. of .25 MAC






















































. 11 __ - I .
IMODEL COMPONENT: Canard Cs 
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Delta canard with 600 L.E. sweep and a full scale





















Fuse. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.L. of .25 MAC








































MD0E):r. CO;uOiEi;;r: Vertical Tail V1 0
GEDNEIRAL DESCRIPTIOIN: Vertical tai]. with 35° ],E sweep t taoper ratio of 0.5
and a fill.l scale area of 1500C ft 2 .
,~~~



















Fuse. Sta. of .25 MAC
W.L. of .25 MA.C
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I
MODEL COM:PONIEtiT:
GENtERAL DESCRIPTION1: Deta , plan.forin body flan with T.E. at wing T.E..hingc line s'ept back 500. 111 scale tndeCflectcd area 
- 75 ft
2
Only left hn-d flau (looking fwd) was used duling this test period.
ORADI:IItG t;U',BER: WT-71-106
302




















Fuse. Sta. of T.E.





















_ _ _ . _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~--
Body Flap
GEi; EYL CESCRIPTION;: Delta planform body fla.?.p with trailing clde at wing
tr..iln'r ed-re. hinve line sweptback 50 ° , Lull scale def]lected arcn = 150 ft 2
Only left nr?.d (lookin- fwd) body flap used during tnis test.
WT-73.-106302












'Fuse. Sta. of Trailing Edge



























Dn ,,,IOI'G -t .U' ER:
,:.'.;.L co:,;"l0'.,, ; f: FE
Body -.pocket EnGines R4
GENERAL DESCRIPTION: Ro
only witn part of top
cket engines for B-9U booster, outside (8) engines







































a ALPHA angle of attack, angle between the projection
of the wind Xw-axis on the body X, Z-plane and
the body X-axis; degrees
BPBETA sideslip angle, angle between the wind Xw-axis
and the projection of this axis on the body
X-Z-plane; degrees
* PSI yaw angle, angle of rotation about the body
Z-axis, positive when the positive X-axis is
rotated toward the positive Y-axis; degrees
PHI roll angle, angle of rotation about the body
X-axis, positive when the positive Y-axis is
rotated toward the positive Z-axis; degrees
P air density; Kg/m3, slugs/ft3
a speed of sound; m/sec, ft/sec
V speed of vehicle relative to surrounding
atmosphere; m/sec, ft/sec
q Q PSI) ynamic pressure; 1/2PV psi, psf
M MACH Mach number; V/a
RN/L RN/L Reynolds number per unit length; million/ft
p static pressure; psi
p total pressure; psi
Cp CP pressure coefficient; (p-p~)/q
45
NOMCLATURE (Continued)
Reference & C. G. Definitions
SADSAC
SYMBOL SYMBOL DEFINITION
S wing area; m2 , ft2
S SREF reference area; m2, ft2
wing mean aerodynamic chord or reference
chord; m, ft, in (see Iref or LREF)
ref~ LREF reference length; m, ft, in.; (see a)
bref BREF wing span or reference span; m, ft, in
Ab base area; m2 , ft2, in2
c. g. center of gravity
MRP MRP abbreviation for moment reference point
XMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on X-axis
YMRP abbreviation for moment reference point
on Y-axis































force or moment about the Y axis
moment about the Z axis













normal force coefficient; FN/qS
axialiforce coefficient; FA/qS
base axial force coefficient;
[-1] [(Pb - p)/q] (Ab/S)
forebody axial force coefficient; CA - CAb
yawing moment coefficient; MZ/qS bref











pitching moment coefficient; My/qS Iref
side force coefficient; Fy/qS
Stability Axis System
lift force coefficient; FL/qS
drag force coefficient; FD/qS
base drag coefficient
forebody drag coefficient; CD - CDb
yawing moment coefficient; MZ,s/qS bref
rolling moment coefficient; MX,s/qS bref
lift-to-drag ratio; CJCD






























horizontal tail incidence; positive when
trailing edge down; degrees







































trailing edge to the left
trailing edge down
trailing edge down with rrespect
to control surface
antisymmetrical surface deflection angle, degrees;
positive trailing edge down:
left aileron - trailing edge down
right aileron - trailing edge down
left elevon - trailing edge down
right elevon - trailing edge down
left spoiler - trailing edge down


















Ab2 Lower half of base area (see Figure 6)
Ac Balance cavity base area (see Figure 6)
Acp Balance cavity planform area with blade support.
(See Figure 7)
Pbl Upper base pressure (see Figure 6)
IPb2 Lower base pressure (see Figure 6)




Axial transfer distance from HMC to MRC (see Figure 7)
X2! Moment arm from MRC to centroid of Acp (see Figure 7)
DCN/DE Rate of change of normal force coefficient with rate of
change of elevon deflection
DCIMDE Rate of change of pitching moment coefficient with rate
of change of elevon deflection
DCA/DE Rate of change of axial force coefficient with respect
to rate of change of elevon deflection
DCN/DC Rate of change of normal' force coefficient with respect
to rate of change of canard deflection
DCLMDC Rate of change of pitching moment coefficient with respect
to canard deflection
DCA/DC Rate of change of axial force coefficient with rate of
canard deflection





DLTCLIK Incremental pitching moment coefficient due to
control deflection
DLTCA Incremental axial force coefficient due to
control deflection
DLTCND Incremental canard deflection angle/degrees
DLTELV Incremental canard deflection angle/degrees
51
TABULATED DATA LISTING
A tabulated data listing, consisting of all sero data sets, both original
and those created in arriving at the plotted material to be presented subse-
quently, is available as an addendum to this report. The tabular listing is
made up in two sections:
(a) a brief summary list of all data sets containing the identifier,
the descriptor, and the resident dependent variables.
(b) a full list of all data sets containing all resident or
selected aerodynamic coefficients of the data sets as well as
the above mentioned information.
The listing is currently sent on limited distribution to the following organ-
izations:
NASA AMES Mr. V. Stevens
NASA MSC Mr. Ray Nelson
NASA MSFC Mr. J. Weaver
GD/C Mr. R. Lanflisi
If copies of this listing are desired, please contact the above or the cog-
nizant SADSAC personnel who, for this data, is:
Mr. J. R. Ziler
Department 2780
Chrysler Corporation Space Division
























ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
A MSFC TWT-493 GCD/C 025W19CSV0 E=10 C=O RD0 O.O 10.000 ., 000
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5Wi9C6vl0 E=: CO RD0 0.000 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000
SFC TWT-493 GD/C 225Wl9CSV10 E-20 C0 R 0. -20000 2 .000 0.000
MACH 0.594
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.

















MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CdV10 E=10 C=O
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8V10 E=0 C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5WI9CBV10 E=-10 C=O




R=O 0.000 10.000 0.0t
R= 0 0.00 0 . 0 0.0
R-O 0:.000 -10.000 0.0c
R=O 0.000 -20.000 O.Dc
30 35 40
-FS
RC RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
00 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
00 0.0OO LREF 3.0120 IN.
00 0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.





































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFII
I.~ i --- ..! f ! i. . . I I I I I.
SYHSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CsV
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C9 
nACN
15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
:ONCITIONS 0.00G 10.000 0.000
10 E=O C=D R=: 0.000 0.000 0.000
ONDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000
:ONCITIONS 0. 000 -20.00D 0.00
0.961
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
0.00 p LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
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R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000
R:O 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -10U.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -20.000 D.D00
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8Vi0 E:10 C=0
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=0 C=0
NSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8V0I E=-10 C_0
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OF pooR XU~E~
40. _ a 
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
NCDITIONS 0.000 10000 0. 000
0 E=0 C=O Re0 0.000 0.000 0.000
5NDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000
NDI TIONS 0. 00 -20.000 0.000
1.043
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0160 IN.








































ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
(E35EAA) A MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25sW9CeVlo E=10 C=O R-G 0.G.O 1 0.000 0.000
(E3EAO) HSSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=0 R0= 0.000 0.000 0.000
I(E3ACE) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C. B25WICSOV10 E=-I0 C=G R-G 0.000 -10.000 0.000
(E35EAB) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZlW9SCOVlU E--Z0 C=O R-O 0.000 -20.000 0.000
MA CH 1.195
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.

























ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION




0 ~ ~~5 10 15 2D 25 30 35 40
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wi9CSVII
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARC
NCITIONS 0.000 10.000 0.000
0 E=O C=0 R=O 0.000 0.00O 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 -10.ODO 0.000
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0 . 5 0.1.ANGL 15F
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SY8BOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EAA) HNSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8V10 E=10 C=O
(E35EAO) Q NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=0 C=O
(E35EAC) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





R= 0.000 10o.a00 O.-00
R:O 0.000 0.000 0.000
.O000 -1 DLo.O 0.000



















Fl FVnl FFFrTT:T!VFNFCqq NI THF RIqll rPINFIIIGATIAN
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CSVI E=10 C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E-O C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wi9C8V10 E=-10 C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV10 E:-20 C=O
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000
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0 5 10 15
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EAA) / DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(E35EAOi n SFC TWT-493 GD/C E85W19C8V10 E=0 C=O
¢E35EACI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS





0.000 10 .00 0:. 000






































ELEVON EFFECTIVENFSS fN THF RB-AlJ CONFIGJIIRATTfIN
0 - - - o ~a :r 








ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=10 C=0 R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V 10 E=O C=O R=O 0.000 O 0000 0.000
NSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25W19CdV10 E=-10 C=O R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EAA) A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IE35EAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VIO E=0 C=O
(E35EAC) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(ES5EAB) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COND[TIONS
s5 20 25
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0 5 1 5
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
(E35EAA) / NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19COVID E=10 C=O(E35EAO) n HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV10 E.=O C=O(E35EACI) SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CV0I E-=-10 C=O




BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
R=O 0.O00 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.






ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
A
0 10 15 goa 25 e30 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(E35EAA) A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.G00 10.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
(E35EAO MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CBV10 E=O C=0 R=O .0.000 0.000 .000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
(E35EAC) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
(E35EA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 XMRF 7.2990 IN.
YNRP 0.0010 IN.
ZNRF 0.0000 IN.


















































* O 5 l 15
ANGLE OF ATTA
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION











0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.





ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
iT - rr~ !T T !" i I i * r ! i T I T!T* i i ! i i i i I!
.... t .0 - 0
O S 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EAA) A HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=10 C=G
(ES5EAO) N SFC TWT-493 GC/C 825W19CeV10 E=D0 C=
(E35EAC) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wi9CSVI0 E=-10 C=O




R:0 0.000 10.000 0.000
R-O 0.000 0.000 0.000
RO 0.000 -10.000 0.000








































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDCITIONS
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
30 35 : 40
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025W19C8dVI E=10 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E-O C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GCC/C 025W19CdVl0 E=-IO C=O






















































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATIONII I - I I I- I J I II! I ;I I I I I I
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CBVIO E=0 C=O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE
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ANGLE
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION.
(E35EAA) MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8V10 E=10
(EISEAO) SFC TWT-493 Go/C 825W19CeV10 E=D
(E35EAC) M SFC TWT-495 GD/C B25W19CV10 E=-10
(E35EAB) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19Csv10 E=-Z0
HA C
OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
C=0 R=D 0.000 10.000 0,000 0.000
C=o R=0 0 0.01 .0O0: 0,000 0D.000
C=0 R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.00DO .000











ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
T~r s r -r r- 8 r --- --, , T- ,
_, _ _ :7
0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8V10 E=0 C=:
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
MHSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9COV0I E=ID C=O R=b O.bOO 10.000 0.000
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BPSWI9CBVIO E=O C=O R-O 0.000 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS O.000 -10,.OU 0.000
N SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25IWI9CVIO E=-Z2 CO0 R=O O.DDO -20.000 0.000
MACH 0.594
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.bOO SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.



























ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
. _ _.._____ _III__IIIfil__IIIIl_______
-. 02 L0 10 Is
ANGLE OF
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8Vi0 E=10 C=O
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19COV10 E=0 C=0
NSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19CBV10 E=-o1 C=0





R=0 0.000 10.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000 -
















































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
10 15 20
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION - BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
(E35EAAI A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.00 10.000 0.00 0 .00 0
(E35EAO) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CBVI0 E=O C=O R=D 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
IE35EAC) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.0OD 0.000




































-. 02 o0 25 50 35 40
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION,
_ .__ . ... ,
_ _ .. : 40
O 5 1 15 20 25 30 35 4O
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19COYVI E=IO C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8VIO E=0 C=O
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8Vl0 E=-10 C=0
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSV10 E=-20 C=0
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
R=o 0.000 1U.OOU 0.000
R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=o 0.000 -10.000 0.000
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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ELEVN EFFFFCTIVENFSS ON THF B-9U CONFIGURATION
~' i' * * '' "-Y ~-' [- ;- -_ ................ .... __ [. , ,_., [ ! . ! · ! i[ i............... * r , 
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_. OJ5 ' 02 3 54
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=10 C=0
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BE5W19C8V10 E=0 C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CSV10 E=-10 CO0
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=-20 C-0
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
R=O 0 .OoO 10.O O. 000
R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000
























































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U11 CONFIGURATION
.!ii. ii1 !!!·!!! " r !~g !§ !w ·~ !w !- F f
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
NCI TIONS 0.000 O1.000 0.000
0 E=0 C-O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.U00
NCITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000



























































A NSFC TWT-493 GOIC B25WI9CSVI
N SFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8VI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V19 
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK.,: ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 E=O0 C=O R=0 O.G00 ID.000 0.000
0 E=0 C=O R=D 0.000 0.000 0.000
INDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000
0 E=-20 C=0 R=O O.000 -20.000 0.000
0.594
RUDDCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
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DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E35EAA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=10 C=0
(E35EAO) M NSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25WI9CSVIO E=O C=O
(E35EAC) SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-l0 C=O
(E35EAB) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-Z0 C=O
30
BETA ELEVON -CANARD RUDDER
R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 0.000  0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000





































a 10 15 20 25 -
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
MACH 0.897
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
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DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C9V10 E=O C=O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
n MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V±0 E=10 C=0 R=0 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8V10 E=O C=O R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
NMSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V1I E=-10 C=D R=D 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000
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s ~ ~ ~ 1 15 s 20 Z5 30 35 40o
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA-NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VI
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
5NDITIONS 0.000 10.000 0.000
O E=D C-0 R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
'NDITIONS 0.000 -10.00U 0.000


















































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
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ANGLE OF
CATA SET SYMBOL. CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EAA) / MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CV10D E=10 C=0
(E35EAO) SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=0 C=O
(E35EAC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVIO E=-1D C=O




BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
R=O 0.000 10.00 0.000 0.00 0
R:O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000
.195
OgtG]2,;A





















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION















D0 5 10 1 20 2' 30 35 40
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wi9CaVIO E=o C=Q
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS































































0 5 10 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUI
(E35EAA) a NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8VU1 E=1O C=r R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000 0
(E35EA0) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=O C=o R=0 0.000 O.000 0.000 0
IE35EAC) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0

















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION






ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUCDER
(E35EAAI) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=I0 C:= R=: 0.000 10.000 D0.000 0.000
(E35EAO) ' SFC TWT-493 GD/C BZWI9CSV10 E=O C=O R=D 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
IE35EACI) N SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C6V10 Ez-I0 C=O R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000


















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE R-9U CONFIGURATION
. * i ! · 'u .' . . .· .i i . . . .w i .i *" -- -~ . .i . .'i r * 
- .. _ . . ' .~~~~~~~~~~~
· ,,,, .. _ , ,
O .5 ~~~0 15 Z0 Z 5 30 - 35 *0
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EAA) A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
E35EAOI) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=O C=O
(E35EAC) 3 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(E35EAB) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
A CH
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON. CANARD RI
O.OOU 10.000 0.000 0
R=U 0.000 0.000 0.000 C
0.000 -10.000 0.000 C
































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.JX
O ~ ~ ~~ SO 105 20 25 3a · 35 40D
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wi9COVII
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C6VlC
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSVIl
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19C8V1I
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
G E=10 C=D R=: O.000 10.000 0.000
O E=O C=O R=G .OOG 0.000 .0.000
2 E=-10 C=O R=O 0.000 -O.O000 0.000



























































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=0 C=O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS











0.000 SREF 14.9040 sQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
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ELEVON EFFFCTIVFNFSS ON THF R-911 CONFIGURATTIN




o .. 0 f5 2. 25 .30 35 40
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8OV
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9C81V
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C9V1
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8VI
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0 E=10 C=G R=O 0.000 10.000' 0.000 0.000
0 E=0 C=a R=a 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=-10 C=D R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000





















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
-.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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o S ID 15 ZO 25 JO JS 40








DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TW1-493 GD/C B25W19C9V10 E=0 C=b
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS


















































O 5 10 15
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
(F35EAA) -A MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=10 C=D
(EaSECA) I Q SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8VID E=- C =r
(F35EAC) ' nSFC TWT-493 GD/C EBZWI9C8V10 E=-10 C=O
(F35EABI) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VI0 E=-20 C-0
MACH 1.955
20 - 25 30 35 40
ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BE'TA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
R=0 0.000 l0.0b0 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
R:0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
R=0 0.000 -10U.OlO 0.000 0.00o BREF 6.0180 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(F35EAA) A MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VI1
(E35ECA) S MFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CBV1
iF35EAC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVI
(F35EAD) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VI
15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0 E=10 C=O R=D 0.000 10-.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0. 000 0.000
0 E=-I0 C=D R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=-20 C=D R=0 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000
35 40
REFERENCE INFORMATION




























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
A NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8V10 E=10 C=O R=O 0.000 0O.000 0.000
n SFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=0 C:= R=0 0.000 0.000 O.000
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V 10 E=-10 C:G R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8V10 E=-20 C=O R=0 0.000 -20.000 O.OOO
MACn 1.955
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
U.GOOG SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
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O 5D 1O5 20 25 ~O 35 40
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBVIO E=10 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25WIS9C8V1 E=O C:O
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VlO E=-10 C-O
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
. A









HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9CVIO0 E=10 C=O
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV10 E=0 C=O
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VIO E=-10 C=O






BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0.000 10.000 .000 . 000
0.000 0.00 .000o 0.000o
0.000 -10.000 0.00o 0.000









































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
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MSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25Wi9C8V
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BS5WI9C8V1
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSVI
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B5SW19C8VI
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
10 E=10 C=D R=O 0.00o0 .O0.000 .0oo 0.000o
0 E=0O C=D R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
10 E=-iO C=0 R=D 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000










































O 5 $0 15 20 25 30 35 40
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
(C35EAA) A MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSVI0 E=10 C=0
(H35EAOI SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=0 C=O
(H35EAC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5Wl9CdV10 E=-10 C=O




R=D 0.000 10.000 0.000
R=i 0.000 0.000 0.000D
R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000





























ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE
1.. I I , I .. I.
1.6 . ..
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=10 COD R=O 0.000 10,000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBVIO E=D C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
NHSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CBV10 E=-10 C=O R=O 0.000 -10 000 0.000 0 000 BREF 6 0o20 IN.
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=-20 C=O R=O 0.000 -zo.oo0 0.000 0.000 XMRP. 72990 IN.
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NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8VlI
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSV1I
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 925W19CSVI£
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VII
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 E=10 C=D R=O 0.D000 10.OO 0.000
0 E=O C=O R=D 0.000 O.000 0.000
0 E=-10 C=D R=o 0.000 -10.000 o.000
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MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8VIO
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10
NSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8v0I
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 25W19CSVYO

























NARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 S5.IN.
.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
.000 0.000 BREF 6.010 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFI GURATION DESCRIFTION
(G35EAA) HnSFC TWT-493 CG/C 625W19C8V10 E=10 C=O(H35EAO) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C$V10 E=O C=0(H35EAC) H SFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25w19CeVlL E=-10 C=O
(G35EAS) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C6V10 E=-20 C=O
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000
R-0 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000



















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
!~ ~ i ! ! i -i i , i i "! ! ! f " ' i I * ~" ! i ! ! · _'f" 
._ .
,- . . _ _
0 5 lO 15 20 ' ;5 30 3 40
ANGLE OF
SYNMCL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
A 'MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSWI9CBV1O El0D C=O
nsFC TWT-493 6D/C 825Wl9COV10 E=- C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B2SWi9CSV10 E=-10 C=O
HSFC TWT-493 D0/C B2SWI9COBlO E=-20 C=O
MACH
ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETrA ELEVON CANAR RUDDER
R=O 0.000 10.000 o0.000 0U.0
R=O. 0.000 .000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000 oo .Oo













































0 . i .5
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SHMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D35ECC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WgCSV10I E=10 CEO
(E35ECB) n NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 925W19CSV10 E=0 C:0
(GC5EAC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B2S5WIgCV0I E=-10 C=O




R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000
R=O 0O000 -20.000 0.000
2.990
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.U00 LREF 3.012U IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.





















DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(D35ECC) A NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSVli
IE35ECS) SFC TWT-493 GC/C EZSwl9CeVl
(G3SEAC) 5 NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 25 W19C8VIc
(CD35ECD) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BE5WI9CSVIl
MACH
15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 Es10 C=D R=O 0.000. 10.000 0.000
0 EO0 CoO R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 Es-10 C0 R=0 0 -0.00 -10.000 0.000
0 E--20 C=0 R=0 0.000 -20.000 0.000
2.990
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
o0.00 SREF 14.9040 SG-.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
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MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV1
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C0VI
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CVI1
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 625W19C9VI
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0 E=I C=O R=0 0.OOo 10.0U0 0.000 0.000
O E=0 C=0 R= .00 0.000 .0 0.000 0.000
0 E=-10 C=O R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000






























































10 20 30 35 40








MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VID E=10 C=D
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E:O C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVI0 E=-IO C=O
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
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MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CsV1i E=10 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSWI9CBVIO E=O C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8V10 E=-10 CO0








































































MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=1o C=D
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9CdV10 E=O C=o
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25sW9CSvlD E=-ID C=D




R=0 0.000 10.000 0.000
R=0 0,000 0.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTIZCN
IE35EBA) 6 NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8(E35EBO f MSFC TWT-493 CDIC B25W19C6








R=0 0.000 10. 00 0.000
R=D 0o000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -20.000 0.000
4.450
RUDCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




































o.0 .K. K 
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E35EBA)J MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 625W19CS
(E35EBO) I MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CS
(E35EB9I , MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CS
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
E=10 C=D R=U 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000
E=O C=0 R=O OG000 0.0 00.000 0 
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'10 JS 20 25 30 35 40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E35EBA) A MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
IE35EO) f MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8








R=O 0.000 10 000 0.000
R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000







































-L I - I . . .w--- I . W I I wv --. W a WW .... · .
P 5 10D 15 20 5 30 : 5 40
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON
& HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CB
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
E=10 C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
E=D C=0 R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
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ELEVON EFFFFCTIVFNESS nN THEF B-9lU CNFIGUIRATION
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CATA SE.T SyMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(E35EBA) A HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025W19C8
(E35EBO) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8
CE35£EBS) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
E=10 C=O R=0 0.000. 10.000 0.000 0.000
E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000





































ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
' ! ! "! 'I r i , i v i-''1' " ' -ri "'! ! i· ·.' "" -"




X S1 i , .... F sff 
O3 5 dO lB 20l 15 . 5D 3 ' ( 40
DATA SET YMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E3sEBA) I MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 251WIOCe
(E35ESOI n MSFC TWT-49J GO/C EB5WIOCS
LES£ESB£ D MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BISWIOCS
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
E=J0 CsD R:O. 0 000 10.000 0.000
E O C:0 R:0 0.000 0.000 0.000







100 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
00 LREF 3. 010 IN.





















ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
__~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~/ · 
__'_. _ __
_d __ _ + S __ __ . .~~~~~~'
[ I 
.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET sYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
(E35EAA) A MNSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8VlG E=10 C=O R:O 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000
(E35EAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 O 0.OO 0.000
(E35EAC ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000



























.20 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 40
e.






















.2 ... . . .. . . .. .. ..
.20 .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10
PITCHING
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E35EAA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C9V10 E:10 C:O
(E35EAO) SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=D
(E35EAC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CSV10 E=-10 C-O
(E35EAB) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E:-20 C=O
MACH 0.897
.. I . I I . I ., .. I .. I I . I .. I 
-. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35
MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVON CANARD RI
R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000 O
R=O 0.000 O.OO000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000
R=O 0.o000 -20.000D 0.000
"N uo" ,..n::
tZ-PR.f Wv J' 1
-. 40
UDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
D.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
O.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
0.000 XMRP 7.2990 IN.















-°20 .,5 .0 .05 .0 -. 05 -. 10 -._5 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 -. 45 -. 50 -. 55 -. 6i
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(ESSEAA) A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 10.000 0.000 O.000 SREF 14.904u SQ.IN.
(E35EAO) n NSFC TWT-493 GDCC/C B25W9C8V0D E=O C:O R= 0.000 D 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
(E35EAC) CDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS o.000 -10.00O 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
















E3EAC MSFC TWT-493 DC 2W9CV10 E=-I C=E3 .2A .15 .0 .05 .00 -.5 -.20 
PITCHING
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPfON
(E35EAA) A HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BS5WSSCBViD Eci0 C=O
(E3IEAO) Q NSFC TWT-493 DC/C B2SWI9CBViO E=0 CzO
(E35EAC) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=-I% C=0




R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -20.000 0.O000
0.999
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.





p ?WOOR' Qu '
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE: B-9U CONFIGURATION
.10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40
PITCHING
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E35EAA) A DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IE35EAO) SFC TWT-493 GO/C BZSWI9CSVI0 E=0 C=0
(E35EAC) ·DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(E35EAB) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
9 
MACH




























































-. 45 -. 50 -. 55 -. 60
-. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 - °35 -. 40 -. 45 -. 50 -. !
DATA. SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EAA) a HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CSVl
(E35EAO) Q SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CdV1
(E35EAC) SFC TWT-493 GD/C BS5W19C8VI
(C 3 5EAB) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVl
MACH
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVON CANARD RU
0 E=10 C=0 R=0 0.000 10.000 0.000 C
0 E=O C=0 R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000 C
0 E=-10 C=O R=: 0.000 -10.000 0.000 C
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i~~~O i0 r.0 i- J¥ 1ii .,10 i .2 i. -.i i i3 i .i i 4 -.'[ i.L -. i iiiiii 
DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E35EAA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
£3E5EAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9CoV 
IE35EACI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
£E35EAB) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
.05 -°.1 -. 25 -. 50 -. Z4 -. 5 4
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDCCER
NDITIONS 0,000 10.000 0.000 0.000DU
0 E=O C-0 - R- 0.000, . 0.000 0.000 0a000
NDITIONS 0.000o -I0.0' 0.000 0oo.000












































.20 .15 .. 1o
A CH 1.453
.05 .00 -o -. 4 5 -. 5-U -.- 55 -60
ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
·
P~~~~~~~ '











A MSFC TWT-493 GO/C 825W19C8V1I
. NSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25WI19CV1I
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CdVII
MSFC TWT-493 CD/C B25W19C8V2
05 -.10 -.15 -.20 -25 - .30 -.35 -. 40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0 E=10 C=0 R=0 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=0 C=0 R=0 0.00D 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=-10 C=D R=0 0.000 -10.00 0.00DD 0.000
0 E=-Z C=0 R=0 0.000 -20.0D0 0.000 0.000
1.955









































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(G35EAA) A MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSVI
(H35EAOI MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C6V1I
(H35EAC) NSFC TWT-493 GO/C 825W19CSVI
(G35EA8) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5Wi9C8¥1
MACH
.05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -.30 -.35 -.40
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUCCER
0 E=10 C=D R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000
0 E:O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=-IO C=O R=0 0.000 -10.OOO 0.000 0.0OO
0 E=-20 C=G R=O 0.000 -ZD0.00 0.000 0.000
2. 740
-.45
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ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION











PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURA7TION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUCCER
(035ECC) A MSFC TWT-493 GO/C 825W19C8VID E=IO- C=: R=b 0.000 10.000 0.-000 0.000
(E35ECBJ NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9C8VI0 E=0 C=0 R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(G35EAC): nSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=-10 C=0 R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000











ELEVON EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
'~ ! ! rr mi T, r iT~ iV T mi i !m ill!~- ~ ! Iii iw w -
J~~~~~~~~~~~~~L~~~~~  i4~ & iL gL~ I ~ iW i* _ 'ti! r l 
.X .5 -6
- .2o .15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 15 -.35 -. 40 -. 45 -. 50
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPFTION
(E3SEBA) \ NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8
I(E3SEO) L NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W%9C8
,E35E£a) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
HMAC
BE TA
E:10 C:O R:O 0.000
E=D C:D R= 0.000o











0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
































.10 -. 55 -. 6U
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION = 0 )























DATA MIST. COCE *E*A





























0] PB X~"A ATYOR. PCOR" iC,.%LIT¥
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION.= 0 )
-- i 1 . s l , Il l i l s .i t T1 1 . w §w . . . .m 






5 20 . 25













C=O R=O CG35EAO) 22 SEP 71
DATA MIST. COCE *E*A
















































SCALE 0.0135DATA MIST. CODE *E*A
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=0 R=O CG35EAO) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 80

































EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD











ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA O.00O ELEVON 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.OOG




























R=O (G35EAO) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 81
OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION = O )
'1~~ ~ ._ '_ . ' . . :..
X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ._ i ·_ , m 

















MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=O R=O (G35EAO) 22 SEP 71


































1.194 DATA MIST. CODE *E*A
PAGE 82
0
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION 0= )
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. . . IF . -_-_T-I.. ----A-  -. - ----"T ,.













CATA HIST. COCE *E*A




































EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION O0 )
1O i5 20

















MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=O R=O (G35EAO) 22 SEP. 71 PAGE 84
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EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION [CANARD DEFLECTION = 0 )
i . _ *; * _ _ *; _- _- ; * *_ _ . _ "_ _. _~ _ _ . "; _ _ . _ _ _ _ _!____ 
.i .... .... ...
o 5 10 15 ;20 25 30 35 40





















































CATA MIST. COCE E*AA
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=O PAGE 85
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION = 0 )
10 15 20













ZNRP O .0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035














































1.194 DATA HIST. COCE *E*A
I
I
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION )
· - , . ........
- _.__ ._ '. . . . . --. . . =







OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
.000
.000
DATA HIST. CODE *ESA















































EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION O )
' l l l§ § I' l ' 1 ' [ .l l I J§ . l.'" ''* _,T r 











i0 15 20 25




DATA HIST. CODE 4E*A
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=O R=O (G35EAO) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 88


































O 5 10 15 20 25 , SD 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FARAME TRiC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.Q00
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000






































R=O (G35EAOC 22 SEP 71 PAGE 89
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.599 BETA .000 ELEVON
































R=O [G35EAO) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 90
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
PARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDCCER 0.000











































R=O (G35EAO) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 91




BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000
CANARC - 15.000 RUDDER 0.000










MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=-15 R=O CE35CCA) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 92
'1.~~ '~~ SORITG^INAL Pf,=-/E IS











































-0 2 .. ' - .-.- 8-._
O 5 10 15
ANGLE OF
SYMDOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.899 BETA o0.00 ELEVON 0.000




fl~ 4.450 DATA MIST. CODE *E*A





















0.899 BETA 0.000 ELEI




4.450 CATA HIST. CODE *E*A












MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=-15 R=0O CE35CCA) 22 SEP 71
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BETA 0.000 ELEVN. . 000
CANARD - 15.000 RUDDER 0.00O
REFERENCE INFORMATION




YMRF P 0.00 IN.
ZMRF 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035
[~ 4.450 CDATA HIST. CODE *E*A




































OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION =-
5 to 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000













MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=O C=-15 R=0 (E35CCA) 22 SEP 71 PAGE
, o (;71: r;TT
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.899 BETA 0.000 ELEVON O.00






























OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION =-15)
.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 -. 45 -. 50
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.899 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0. 00










YMRF 0 OOO0 IN.
ZMRF 0.Oo00 IN.
SCALE 0.0035






























-. 55 -. 60
PAGE 98
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD
J,. I I * *! i - m m* r . . I I I I r 
5 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVON











DATA MHST. CODE *E#A







































C=-30 R=O CE35CCB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 99
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION =-30)
rFrr _,--rmr W *v--r-r--,r--.w.m.-,--r-.r-r, - * r --
. . . . . . . . .._ .
n S "--D 15 2D 25 ~D~~g 35,4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA OOo0 ELEVON
CANARD - 30.000 RUCCER

















































MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER OIN THE R-9U CONFIGURATION [CANARD DEFLECTION =-30)V v I I If,[ I .w. v.. %ill I I IL . .. L.P .  ................... .....
;1 --- 25 . r5 40
20 15 20 ;'5 ~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~30 35 40
ANGLE OF
FARAMETRIC VALUES
BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000









SCALE 0.0035DATA HIST. CODE *E*A




































C=-30 R=O (E35CCB] 22 SEP 71 PAGE 101
EFFECT OF MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION (CANARD DEFLECTION
.20 I I I I . i I I I I I" TI -i .I ' I I I . I I I I I I I I I I "- I I
o00
_orl z ~~~~~~~~l0 5 10
ANG
OL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.897 BETA 0.000o , ELEVON




4.960 CDATA MIST. CODE *E*A





































OF MACH NUMBER ON THE
HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.897 BETA 0.000 ELEVON




4.960 DATA MIST. CODE *E*A
:s 20 25


























C=-30 R=O [E35CCB) 22 SEP 71
MACH NUMBER ON THE B-9U CONF DEFLECTION
30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL MACH FARAMETRIC VALUES REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.897 BETA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000 SREF 14.90401 S.IN.
0.994 CANARD - 30.000 RUCDER 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
BREF 6,0160 IN.
1~~~~~~~ ~~~. ~~~~~~~43~~~~~~XMRF 7.2990 IN.4 .960 YHRF 0.0o00 IN.
1 2.990 ZMRP O.OO IN.
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=O C=-30 R=O CE35CCB) 22 SEP, 71 PAGE 104
OF Ad - IAf, By r






























0.897 BETA 0,000 ELEVON




4.960 DATA HIST. CODE *E*A















C=-30 R=0 [E35CCB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE ! 05





· , · · f ii . , I f i . i iS fi fi j I i 






ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=0 C=O RO 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.0o00
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CBV10 E=0 C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000





































CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION




ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
(J35EAO) Q MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B251W9CVIO0 E=O C=: R=o 0.000 0.000 0.000 0 .000
(C3CAA) D ATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS .D000 00.00 -15.000 0.000



































A_. , I _ '
























ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMDOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
(J35EAO) n MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B2OW19CSV10 E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
(D35CAAI Z MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25WI9CSVIL E=' C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15;ODD
IE35CAS) 0 nSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZS5w9CsVlIo E=O C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -30.000
HA CH 1.002
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION






















DATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J35EAOI) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8VIG E=0
(C35CAA) . SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V 10 E=O
(E35CA8) O NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=a
.ACH
E OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
C=D R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
C=-15 R=O 0.000 '0 ,000 -15.000
C=-30 R=D 0.000 0.000 -30.000
1.194
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.01O2 IN.































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCR
( J35EAO) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C .82
(O35CAA) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C. 82
(E35CAS) 0 MSFC TWT-493 Go/C 82
MACH
sO 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
I FTION BE TA ELEVON CANARD
SW1i9CdV1O E=0 C=0 R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
5W19C8VIO E=O C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000

















[)[-,: [~: :- rmpl-
I0-F parjasZ ~WD ff
4D
; ''I 1- 1~l S i l f l l l l l l ._ _ _* _ ; I ]' w I "1 I g l 
- ---- - -~~~~~~~
.... I. . I * I .I .. . I . ..
15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARC
0 E=0 C=O R=G 0.000 0.000 0.000
D E=0 C=-15 R=0 0.000 0.0U00 










HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25U19CsV1X
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSVII





































. . .I 1..- . . . II
L-
I.
-. , .I :
' L 
CANhARDn FFFFrC'TIVFFNS IN THF R_UI FfrNFITIIIRATITAN
Illllll,. &.l I LU II ~ .1 V L..~. tI~ I11 III. I U- U UI~. I ~l UU11 ! I ,t UlRlllll
, , , . S.,_.. 
:/
_ . _ . __ I: _-1iJi 
0 10
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19CSV1O E=0 C=O
2 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
' 1 5 20 25





















































CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION












DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
I J35EAO) n MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CCVI
(D35CAA) B SFC TWT-493 GD/C BZWI19CSVI
(E35CAB) Q MSFC TWT-493 CCD/C BZ5W19CVI
MACH
15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 E=D C=O R0 0000 0.000 0.0 U 0
0 E=0 C=-15 R=0 0.000 O.000 -15.000




0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




















NSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25iW9COV1
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVIO NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV1
HA CH
Is 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
10 E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0O.00
0 E=O C=-I5 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.0
0 E=O C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -30.000
1.194
RUDCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.0D LREF 3.0120 IN,








































-0.0 0 5 10
ANGL
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(J35EAO) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CB610 E=O(C35CAA) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=0
(E35CAB) O HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19COV10 E0:
MACH 1.953
40
E OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARC RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
C = 0 R=0 0.000- 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
C=-15 R=0 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
C=-30 R=0 0.000 0.000 -30.000 0.000 BREF 6.0160 IN
XMRF 7.2990 IN.
YMRF 0. 00' IN.
ZHRP 0.0000 IN.M F .00 55
SCALE 0.0035
PAGE 15
CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
...
.... ....... . .. ... i . .. ...... ...... . .. ...
35 40A 5 eo 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10
HSFC TWT-493 GO/C 825W19CSV10


















0.000 SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.

































. .. _ 







MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V1
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 E=D C=0 R=O .OOG0 0.000 0.000
NDITIONS 0.000 0.0DU -15.000

































































NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B2
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C OB
10 15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
IFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
5W19CSV10 E=O C=O R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
SWI9CSV10 E=0 C=-15 R=D 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000






































CDATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(.J35EAO) N HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CSV10 E=0
(C35CAA.) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BS5W19COV10 E=0
(E35CAB) O HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9COV10 E=O
HA CH
E OF ATTACK, ALP
BE TA
C=0 R=O 0.000




ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 O.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 -15.OO 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.







CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
O 10
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19COVI
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V1
0 nSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wl9C8V1
A CH
F~~~~ I E. L * I I I a I I · , A 
15 2o 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 E=O C=: R=O 0.0DD0 0.000. 0000
0 E=O C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15S000









































i i ! i
30 35: 40




N HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V1I
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBVI
0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CSVI
MACH
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 E=G C=o R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=0 C=-15 R=0 0.000 0.000 -15.000
















































CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
F--;...;..;. .... '., .,i
..... 
:
O 5 I.D 15S 20 25 3 ° 55 *0
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J35EAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSWI9C¥VI
(D35CAA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
(E35CAB) O DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CO
MACH 0.961
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 E=D C=- R=G 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
)NDITIONS 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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'"7r .""' "T";'": .... .. .... ......... .. . .
I . _ -
.< ... ....
s ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,.
:~~~~ 1. 1. : 02 0 54
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
IJ35EAO) N SFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19COVIO E=D CG Rf=O 0.000 0.00o0 0.300
(C35CAA)I MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25WI9CV10 E=O C--15 R=O 0.000 0.o00 -15.000

























































MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C81Vi
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025W19CO8VI
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5Wi9C8VII
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
0 E=G C=O R=0 0.000 - 0.000 0.000
0 E=0 C=-15 R-O 0.000 0.000 -15.000



























CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
-. 02
0 5 tO 15
ANGLE OF
SYMBOL CONFIGURATICN DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV0O E=G
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV10 E=b








R=O 0.000 0.D000 .000
R=D 0.000 0.000 -15.000

























































- - - --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,,
CANARn FFFFFCTIVFNFS fIN TiF R-qll CfINFIGIIRATIlN
illl~ ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~c






0 In10 15 20 25 30 35 40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 EzD C=0 R=O 0.000 o,000 0.000
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV0L E-= C=-15 R=0 0.000 0.000 -15.000













































CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION


















HSFC TWT-493 GD/C SZ5WI9C8V
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C
O CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C
MACH
15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
V10 E=0 C=0 R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
CONDITIONS 0.000 0D.00D -15.000
CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 -30.000
0.961
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.ODO SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.01o IN.






















ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION' BETA ELEVON CANARD
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CVIO E=0. C=O R=O O.00 0.000 0.000R HSFC TWT-493 GC/C BZ5WI9CBV10 E=0 C=-15 R=0 0.000 0.000 -15.000
O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B2SWl9CSVI0 E=0 C=-30 R=D 0.000 0.000 -30.000
MACH 1.002
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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30
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES


























40-- .. u0 Z5



































DATA SET SYHNOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(J35EAO) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C6V10 E=0
(C35CAAJ H SFC TWT-493 GE/C 525w19CSVl0 E=0








R=D 0. 00 0.000 0.0.00
5 R-O 0.000 0.000 -15.000























SFC TWT-493 GC /C B25W19ICV10 E=b
· NSFC TWT-493 DC/C b25W19CdV10 E=b
0 MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8V10 E=b
15 25 .50 35































































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET'SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(J35EAOJI Q SFC TWT-493 G/CC BZ5W19CV0li E=0 C=O
(C35CAA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS
























"' ~ 9:" 'Ari J IS














DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(J35EAO) M NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WS19CVI E=G
(C35CAA) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19CSV10 E=G
(E35CAB) 0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CV10 E=D
MACH
15 20 25
E OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
C=0 R=o 0.000 .000 0.0D00
C=-IS R-0 0.000 0.000 -15.000
C=-30 R-O 0.000 0.000 -30.000
1.002
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 S5.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
r--R
0 S 10 ~5O S 2 2 30 35 
40
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION.DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
J35EAOC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25sw9CeV1o E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
ID35CAA1 5 MSFC TWT-493 CGDC 5B25W19CBV10 E=0 C=-15.R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.00 0.000UOU































CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN
(J35EAO) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 25W19C8VlG E0=D(C35CAA) L vMSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=0
(E35CAB) O NSFC TWT-493 G0/C B25W19C6V10 E=0
MACH
THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
E OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARC
C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.0.00
C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000
C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -30.000
1.953
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION-! ,,T!' ,; _ _. _ _ . _ . .. ... _  ' * _ ';- ' .. i _; . r E f Ir , , , _ I" * *
''._ . .,=
/ z.~'
_  . _/C . . _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
°~~~~~~~~~l . 01S 20 25 3D 35 40_ 
ANGLE OF
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wl9C8V10
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8






R=: 0.00 0.000 0.000
R=O ' '0.000 0.000 -15.000
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CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
< ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
-S - v K X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I
: -- - :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
*- -;
4 --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...
S~~ ~~~ ILI=I I .= -J L a 
40
ANGLE OF ATTACKi ALPHA, DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
MSFC TWT-493 GC/C BZSWi9CBVi0 E=0 C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8 E=0 C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000








































o o lu I tU 25 30
CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
0 5 lo
SYMBOL CONFICURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 8Z5W19CSV1I
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
0 MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25WI9C8VII
15 20 25 30
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0 E=O C=D R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
E=O C=-15 R=0 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000
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CANARD EFFFFCTIVFNFSS ON THF R-lUl CfONFTrIIRATIlN111111~ I. I.. Iw · !1. 1LVV vII8 Ill&. I,. %/%. 11vII &¥vll~g I 11/
~~~,,. . . . .
:- . . . . · I . . , 
............. _ ........ .. ......1 0 1. . .. 5 . 20 .. 25 . . . . .. 3013.. .3 5 ,n4
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
(E35ECB) n MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVID E-O3 C=O R=O 0.001 0.00b0 0.000















































CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE: B-9U CONFIGURATION

























-,60 . , , , . .. . . . .
0 5 Io 15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
(E35ECB MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CdV10 E=0 C=0 R=D 0.0G U 0.000 0.000
(E35CBA) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 E=0 C=-15 R=0 0.000 0 000 -15.000.
(C35CCEI O nSFC TWT-493 GD/C 525W19CVJ10 E=0 C=-30 R=O 0. 000 0.0o0 -3,000
MACH 2.990
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
U0.00 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
























.. .. ,,, ..
o JO 15 ~~ ~ ~~20 25 30 35 ao
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARC RUDDCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(E35ECB) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSWI9CBVlG E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 S QIN.




MACH 2.990 SCALE 0.0035
PAGE 141
--
CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION














SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CB
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
0 NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
E=O C=O R=0 0.D000 0.000 0.000
E=D C=-15 R=0 0.000 0.000 -15.000
E=O C=-30 R=0 0.000 0.000 -30.000
4.450
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
























CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION












-- ~~~~~~~~... I 
:j 
lo
DATA SET SYrMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(E35EBOI HSFC TWT-493 GCCC BZSW19C8
(F35C0BA HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CS
(E35CBB) O MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 825W19CS
15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
E=O C=O R=- G.OOO 0.000 0.000
E=O C=-15 R=- 0.000 0.000 -15.000


























CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE 8-9U CONFIGURATION
- t 1 i i!i !' 1 i 1 1 ' 1 1 ~ 11 ,' 1 .,, ,1 1 1 ! .. w * § I r * . § 
10 15 20g 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
30 35 40
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IE35ESO) HNSFC TWT-493 CD/C B25W19C8
(F35CBA) SFC TWT-493 GC/C C25W19C8





BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0.U00 0.000
0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000
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CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
2.0 1 i I [ I I I I I' I I I 1 I ' I I I I I 
10
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19Ce
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C6
MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 825w19C6
I
15 20 25
ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
E=0 C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
E=0 C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000























































































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(E3S5EDO) HSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8
(F$3SCBAI HSFC TWT-493 CD/C B25W19C8






OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARC
C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000

























0a 5 to 15 20
sYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIFTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CS
N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS
0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS
NACN
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
E=O C=O R=a O.00o O.O000 .000
E=0 C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000
E=O C=-30 R-O 0.000 0.000 -30.000
4.450
RUDDCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.














25 30 35 40




MFC TWT-49S GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=D
N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CdV10 E=O
0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5Wi9C9VlI E=D
MACH
-.05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -.35
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_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~·. , ,_ 
_ ...
-0.2 .15.20 1 .u5 .uu -. us5 .. IU -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 *.30 -. 35 -. 40
-. 45 -. 50 -. 55 -. 60
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION DESCRIFTION
(JS3EAO) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25swi9Cvio E=0 C=0
ID35CAA) LI DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
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CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
.o , , - ,I ,'I ....
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CBVI
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19C8V 1
O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CVI1
MACH
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0 E=D0 C=O R=D 0.000 D.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=D C=-15 R=O 0.000 0D000 -15.000 o.000
































CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
il!iiii"|~ E;i!1fil l!i1!il ~1'1~!i!~~fjXl ilrl i-a r r11r
W-- -......- -- -
; -X } , N \~~~~~~~~~~~
X t ttY t~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
.15 .10 .05 .00 -. 05 -.10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35 -. 40 -.45 -. 50 -. 55 -. 60
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDCCER
SFC TWT-493 GCIC B25W19C8V10 E=0 C=O R=O 0.00D 0.000 0.00o0 0.00
a MSFC TWT-493 ODCC B5WUl9CdVI0 £=o C=-1S R=0 0.000 0.000 -15.00o o.oUU













































CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE B-9U CONFIGURATION
-0.2 "
.20 .15 .10 .05 .00. -. 05 -. 10 -. 15 -. 20 -. 25 -. 30 -. 35
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
1J35EAO) Q HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=0 C=0 R=D 0.000 0.000 0.G00 0.000
(D35CAA) 2 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B5Wi9CSV10 E=0 C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000
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_ _ _ H AN_ _ _ _,_
_B nff 
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-. 55 -. 60-. 40 -. 45 -. 50
: 
CANARD EFFECTIVENESS ON THE 8-9U CONFIGURATION







_! . . . , . 4 A a ~ l , , , . I / , , l s . , mJI d i J A i i ~ l , i , I I i J , , ~ 1 , . . , . ,,, , , . j m J ~
..........................
.15 .10o .05 .00o -. 05 -.. 0 -. 15 -. to -. 25 -. 30 .40 -. 45 -. 5J -. 55 -. 6s
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(E35CCBA C MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825U19C8V1
I(E3 :CD) 1. MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8
(C35CCE) 0 MSFC TWT-493 GO/C 825W19C8V1
MACH 2.990
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT, CLM
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
C E=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.00oo0 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
E=O C=-15 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




































r - - ___ - - ___ ___ ___ ___ __L
-. 10 -. 15
I
-. 20 -. 25 -. 3D -. 35 -. 40 -. 45 -. 55 -. 6D
PITCHING MOMENT COEFFICIENT. CLM
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19CB
O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19Cd
BE TA
E=D C=O R=O 0.000
E=O C=-15 R=O 0.000











0.000 SREF 14.9040 SC.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.












































HE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
. i . 1"i ! i !'! ! ! ! i i ! ! ! i ! ! ! i it ' ! !' " I I i [ ! I I' I ! I ! ! I I I I I ·' I
_ _ _ _ P~~~~... 
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~..
., , - ...
-10 - - 4
SYHEOL CONFICGURATIN DESCRIFTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8sV1 ALPHA=0 C=O R=O
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS




0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






































- 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
z







-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B3STCAI Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALFHA=G C=O R=0
(A35TC D HSFC TWT-493 GO/C B2SWI9COV10 ALFHA=6 C=D R=O











0.00G SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.














-' 1 -10 - 6 - 6 - 4 -- 2 ' 0 4 6 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET 5YMSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
¢B35TCA) I HSFC rTWT-493 CC/C BZSW29COV10 ALPHA=0 C=0 R=D 0.000 0.000 0.00O
(A3 TCD I HSFC TWT-493 CGD/C 25WI9CSV10 ALPHA=6 C=0 R=0 6.000 0.000 0.000U
(A35TCC) 0 HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8V10 ALFHA=15 C=0 R=0 15.000 0.000 0.000
A CH 1 .464
RUDDCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.

























-12 -10 -e -6 4 -2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B35TDA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B2SWI9CSVO ALPHA=D C=O R=G
(A35TCDC DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A35TCC) O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALPHA=15 C=O R=0
MACH
VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
4 6 8
GLE. BETA. DEGREES






0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






















VARYING ALPHA FOR THE
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALFHA ELEVON CANARD
(I35TA Q HMSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9C8VIG ALFHA=0 C=0 R= 0 000 0.000D G.000
(A35TCI MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 ALFHA=6 C:O R=0 6 000 0.000 0D.00






0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
· ,S , ,,,_ 
T' ' T I~






4 6 b 10--1 -8 - 6 - 4
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C6VIO
O nsFC TWT-493 GCC/C 125W19C8Vl1
MACH
12 14O 
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000






































SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
i - _r l . 1 i i l i i 1 i r 1'1 I 1" i 1 i ! 1 * i '' 1 i 'l "1 ~ iTi iw rwgw 
I 
_ 
. _ _ _ _ __ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _I 
_ _
' e-'-~ o i~~~~~~~~~~~
-10 - 6 -6 - 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
B35TVDA; SFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19C8V10 ALPHA=0 CO0 R=0 0.000 0.000 0.00(A35TCDO DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS · 6 .000 0 .000 0.000


























































NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8VI
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSWi9C8V1
0 nSFC TWT-493 GD/CC B25w9C8vI
MACH
DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA i-DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
10 ALPHA=0 C=O R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 ALPHA=6 C0 R=0 6.000 0.000 0 .000
0 ALPHA=15 C=0 R=0 15.000 0.000 0.000
1.197
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF .14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.

























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
I I
- - -S ^~~~
2 -0 -0 - - 4
SYMBOL CONFiGURATION CESCRIFPTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C 825.W9CBVIG
SFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wl9C6vID








































































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
! !!'! w w ,, ~ i' W ., T i · w '1 ! iB ! w' '! · . w ! i E ' . · ! ,_, ",_i 
'1
.~~~~~~~.
-to -8 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 . 10 12 14 16 1I
SIDE SLIP ANC
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(B35TDA) M SFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19CSV10 ALFPHA= C=O R=0
(A35TCDI) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS






























































SIDE SLIP. ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMCBL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
(B35TDA) NSFC TWT-493 GCD/C BZSW19CBVIO ALPHA=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
(A35TCD) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5WISCBVI0 ALFHA=6 C=- R=O 6.0G00 0.000 0.000
(A35TCC) 0 NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CBSVI ALPHA=15 C=O R=O 15.000 0.000 0.000
NACH 2.990
· RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN;






~~.'.¥, ". .6pC~~nO :-. ~ ... ,
'r ' '" '4L171.
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH











DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B35TCAl QB SFC TWT-493 GDXC B25Wl9C8VlO ALPHA=O C=D Ra=
(A35TCDJ SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSVI0 ALPHA-6 C=O R=O






15.000 . 0.000 0.000
4.959
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.012D IN.


















_. _ . _ _ ;_ _ _ . . . *; _ , _ . . . _ _ _ W W a r a a _~~,, · 
. :. _ _ _ .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~




DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B35TCA) H NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BS5W19CVII
(IA3TCD)J CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COP
(A35TCC) I O NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSVII
MA CN
- 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
0 ALFHA=O C=G R=G 0.000 0.000 .000
NCDITIONS 6.00O 0.000 0.000







































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA W.ITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
! i i · 1 i ! i ! ! ! ' ! i ! ' 
-- - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
____ +E _ _ D ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
b - -- - - -- - w-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
4 10 14 16 A4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
1835TrA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25W19CV10 ALPHA=O C=O R=O
'(A35TCD) 6 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CBV10 ALFHA=6 C=O R=D
¢A35TCC) O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALPHA=15 C=O R=O
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
0.000 0.000 D.00 0.000
6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000




































-10 - 8 - 6 - -
MACH 1.197




















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
(B35TDOA) SFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 ALFHA=O C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 O.000
(A35TCD) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C e25w19CBSVO ALFHA=6 C=O R=O 6.000 0.000 0.000



























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
iii Ill l-l Ii lll ll l llllllll l 
i+ X + < I~~~~~llll
of-- -i~s- -l
b mql l 
---- ---- 
- - --~~~,
- f - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
- 8 -6 - 4 - O 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
0 ALPHA=0 C=0 R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
NDITIONS 6.000 0.000 0.000















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(B35TDA) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVII
(A35TCD) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL COI
































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
-!i ' w ! i r ! . ! ! ! ! if _ , i i ! !T · · i ! ! i v ! ! W I ! ! I ! ! !!I
'~~~ ... _._
-6 -4 -2 0
SIDE SLIP
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B35TDA) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5Wl9CBV10 ALPHA=0 C:0
(A35TCC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZW19CSVIO ALPHA=6 C=O
(A35TCC) O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALFHAz15 C-O
2 4 6 8 10
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
R=O 0.OO0 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 6.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
R-O 15.00o 0.000 0.000 0.0o0
Z.990
_ E I, 6 e 
REFERENCE INFORMATION



















































! i ! irT ' i~ ! , !, !@ ! . iw isr'"l I ' · ! I ! I ! i ! I ! ! ! i ! I ! I ! I ! ! ! i. · 
. . _ . .~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~





DATA SET SYMNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(BI5TCAJ NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5WI9COVIO ALPHA=0 C=0 R=O
(A35TCD)I N SFC TWT-493 GD/C BS2W19CdV10 ALPHA=6 C=O R=O











































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR















-12 -10 - -6 -4 - 2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350ODA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19C8 ALFHA=O C=OR=OF
¢A35OCC) MS N FC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CB ALPHA=15 C=OR=0F
(B350CB) M SFC TWT-493 GD/C B2SW19C8 ALPHA=25 C=D R=O










CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 54.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.





LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U


























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMNIOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BEZW19CS ALPHA=O C=DR=OF 0.000 0.D000 0.00
nSFC TWT-493 GD/C 225W19C6 ALPHA=15 COR=DOF 15.000 0.OD0 0.000
a HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19Ca ALPHA=25 C=O R=G 25.000 0.000 0.000
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 0.000 0.000
MACH 1.196
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0D000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.012D IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.









.j -. 8 6 4 2 0 Z
I-
SIDE SLI-.P AN
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350COAI MSFC TWT-493 G/CCC Be5W9C8 ALFHA=O C=OR=OF
(A350CC) L MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CB ALPHA=15 C=OR:=F
(B350CS) o DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS









CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
RUDDCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.U120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.













i~. , . ! * * *w ! - ! rf ~ ! ! !' ~'! ' ' i w * - w * w T !~ v · ! ! 
I~~~ 
Ia
. ~~~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ .I 
-10 - e 6 8 10 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
(A350DA) 0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 625W19C8 ALPHA=D C=OR=OF 0.000 0.000 0O.000
(A35OCC) .NSFC TWT-493 GCC/C 25W19C8 ALPHA=15 C='OR=F 15.000 0.000 0.000
(B350CB) M MSFC TWUT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALPHA=25 C-O R=0 25.000 0.000 0.000
CB35OCA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS, 30.000 00 0. 000 0.
NACH 1.950
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.



















.ATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
l~~~iSII ] ~~~I I F
. ._ . . _ . . .
!12 -JO -da - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 d 10 12 14 16 18
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3500DA ) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
IA350CCI ' MNSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wi9Cd ALPHA=15 C=OR=GF
(B350C8) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 25W19C8 ALFHA=25 C=0 R=0














































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
- 8 -4 -
SIDE SLIP
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
· DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CB ALFHA=1S C=OR=OF
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALFHA=25 C=D R=0
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALFHA=30 C=D R=0
MACH

























r! ! i i ! ! ! ! i ! i i ! ! ! ! i ! J ! ''' ! I'''! ! ! i ''1 -i i ! i · ! ! ! ! if i ! i ! i
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
-O1
i !F i ! ; i ! . i · w ~ i ! w ·~ ! ~ I i ! ww- ! !w ¥ 
- 8 -4 -2
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
a MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL
MACH
D 2 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
ALPHA=O C=OR=F 0.000 0.0 0.000 0
ALFHA=I C=DR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.000
ALFHA=25 C=O R=O 25.000 0.000 0.000




















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING


























-12 -10 -a - -6 - 2 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A35ODAI HMSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19Ce ALFHA=: C=OR=OF
(A350CC) . MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=15 C=UR=OF
(B350CD) C MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALFHA=25 CO R=O0
























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FfR THE R-9U CfNFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
T'nF Cl IP Alt
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MFC TWT-4A3 GD/C BS2BWISC ALPMHA0 C=OR=OF
MSFC TWT-4S3 GD/C BZ W1OCS ALPHA='5 C=DOR=F
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS













SREF 14 .9040 SQ.IN.
LREF 3,0120 IN.
BREF 6. 010 IN.
XMRP T.2990 IN.






























, i -_ i ! ie i il '! i , w n i i ! i i , i , , i i_ i IE ~ · ia '1 i !w v i _ ! r _ ! i . . . i 'r I"
i~ -ZO - 6 - .0 - 4 - ~ 0 * 4 6 8 SO l{ 14 iG , Se



























-12 -10o - 4 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350CDA) Q MSFC TWT-495 GD/C 825W19C8 ALPHA=O C=DR=OF
(A350CC) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF
tB350C1S) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALFPHA=Z5 C=O R=O(8350CA) CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
MACH





























YING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
iT ! f', i I ! i i I i i i i" 
_F _ 
-10. - 6 - 6 - 4
- 2 2 4 6 10 12 14 I6 i88
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A35CA) CDATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A350CC MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS ALFHA=15 C:=R=DF
(C350CBI) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=25 C=O R=O






















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL
.2o I , , , I. . .I. . .I..,-...,...,..,.,.,,..,..... ,-, .. .........
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC WT_-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA:IJ C=OR=DF 15.000 0.000 0.000
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=25 C=0 R=0 25.000 0.000 0.000
MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=30 C=L R= 30.000 D0.000 0.000
4.959MACH
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 S.IN.
0. 000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.010o IN.



































(B35OCA)C B3I  I
: ::f: :~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA ELEVON CANARC
H SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS ALFHA=0 C=OR=OF 0.000 0.000 0.G00
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS ALPHA=I5 C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.000
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALFHA=25 C=0 R=D 25.000 0.000. 0.00
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 0.000 0.000
MACH 1.004
B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
U.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.

























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
! , i i I ! i i '1 ! ' i ! .w. ! i · · . ! i ! '' f ! ! i ! i ! ! i i ! i , iI' ! {' ! · i i · 
!
,, ~, ,,, - - - -
,JX f ASA X I
X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
o~~~~~~~~~~~
-10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIONR HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CB ALFHA=O CoOR=GF
MSFC TWT-493 GO/C 825W19C8 ALFHA=15 C:OR=OF
MSFC TWT-493 GC/C BZ5WI9C8 ALPHA=25 C=O R=0



































































MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8 ALFHA=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALPHA=I5
8 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS






2 4 6 8
ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
R=OF 0.000 0.000 0.000























































- _ - J
-10 - a _ S _ A _ 9 , i
I
- 4_, " - o 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. 'WITH TAIL OFF
,:., ., w [s !" !' d ! ! ! ! . [ , [ . ! ,.. . m · .. TIT· ! .- ! [ ! [ ' 
-~ -'--...b-
,,, ~d 
-_6 -4 - 2 O E 4 6 a 108 14 1 18
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
Q NSFC TWT-493. GD/C BZ5WI9C8
HSFC TWT-493 GCC/C 85W19C8H SFC TWT-493 GCC/C 825W19C
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL C

























































































-o2 -10 -. -. - 4 - 2 0 4 . . .
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
(A35ODA) D CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS . GLiOO 0,OO 0.b00i
(A350CC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA:15 C=OR=bF 15.000 0 .00 0.000
(B350CB) M HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=25 C=b R:= 25.00D .O DO 0.00o





















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING ALPHA FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITH TAIL OFF
i, ' i 1 i i i i 
1 ! i ! i l i l 
' ' i ' i ! i i 
1 l i l
..10l,
-2
-~ ~ m ~TT rrF -i-! 2 -m- .,. .,, 7X -in-
2
_______e_-t- --
-10 - 8 -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 10 12 14 16 18
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION ESCRIFPTION
(A350CA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL
(A350CC1 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8
(8350C81) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9C8
(8350CA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8
MACH 4.959
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES


























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.





DATA MIST. CODE 4A
0 2 4 6
SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
0.000
DI. Our,







































MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VO10 PAGE 191
..4






'' ._ ; E
_~  ~~~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _= _
|~~ 0
-10 8 6 -4 -
SI
nACH FARAMETRIC VALUES
0.996 ALPHA 0.000 ELEVON




4.959 DATA MIST. CODE *A
0 2 10 12 I 16


































PAGE 192ALPHA=O C= O R=O (B35TDA) 22 -SEP 71
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
- 8 - 6 - 2 O 2 4 6 4 l0 14 16 I8













SCALE 0.00354.959 DATA MIST. CODE *A





























































































[TH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
$ - 2 0 2 4 6









ZMRF o 0. ooO IN.
SCALE 0.0035CONVAIR TN-71-AEIl




























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.





















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.








-4 - 2 0 2 4 6





10 12 14 16 1a
REFERENCE INFORMATION












































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U CONFIG.
-1 0 - 8 -6 -4 -_ D 2 4 Io0 14 I 1$8
SIDE SLIP
HACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.001 ALPHA 15.000 ELEVON .000











































~' l l ib E l 1 1 f ! i 1 i i i ! ! 1 i i E f l 1
w M - - - - ----- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
;
PAGE 198
NO. FOR THE COMPLETE B-9U
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
1.001 ALPHA 15.000 ELEVON 0.OOO





























DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE B-9U
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000




































MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 PAGE 200 
- 4 -2 0 2 4 6














REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN-71-AEII































MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 PAGE 201




























































. ,, ,- _ , _ , _ _ _ _ i , [[ _! _ ! ! _"[!"' i . . _ _ r _ _ _[ _ _ , ' !, 
- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~






w l : R :~~~ 
.
L~~~~~~~~~~~ .ff








DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE B-9U









































































MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8 PAGE 204
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITHOUT TAIL
~~,. *'§ wTr_,w .i w..w-.. .
- : - - : - -~~
; - ----- - --- --~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-10 2 6 8 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 15.000 ELEVON 0.000
CANARDC 0.000 RUCCER 0.000
REFERENCE FILE CONVAIR TN-;.-AEII'
















































TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 PAGE 205
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH NO. FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITHOUT TAIL
~ , ., .
: , , ,,_,
.~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ "_ -- " _
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 25.000 ELEVON 0.0O0
CANARDC 0.00 RUCOER 0.000
CONVAIR TN-71-AEII

























































MACH NO. FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITHOUT TAIL
































04 AUG 71 PAGE 207ALPHA=25 C=O R=O [A350CB)




















SCALE 0.0035CONVAIR TN-I -AEII





















MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 PAGE 208






















MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W1
4 i _ . ___ _ _1 .L=  
-6 -4 - 2 o 4 6






19C8 ALPHA=30 C=O R=O (A350CA) 04 AUG
























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA WITH VARYING MACH-NO. FOR THE B-9U CONFIG. WITHOUT TAIL








SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 30.000 ELEVON 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000


























MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 PAGE 210




_ ; __ _ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~._._.,,_=,*. 
.,,,r . .J 








-10 - B - 6 - 4 - 2 D 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ALPHA 30.000 ELEVON .O000












YHRP ' 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035CONVAIR TN-I 71-AEll
































12 -10 - - 6 - 4 - E 2
SIDE SLIP ANGI
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350CA) M HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B2SW19C8 ALPHAO0 C;OR=;F
(e35TrD A MNSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 ALPHA-O C=D R=0










0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 0)
-;I - a -4
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS6
IHSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS6
A CH
Vs'1(
1 1 i 1 i i i 1 i 1 i r 1 1 1 ! i i ! ! i i i i i i ! !
-- --- -
--- -~~~~~~~~~~~ll
- -- 'D" - - -- -~~~~:
B - - ( Af W -t
O 2 9
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVON CANARD
ALPHA=O C=OR=OF 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 ALFHA=O- C=0 R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000




















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 0)
TrT~~I L r. w.. .w , w s . . .r
Z -lP -8 -6 - -2 a 2 4 $ a tO 12 14 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYrBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 625W1S9C ALFHA=O C=OR=OF 0.000 0.000 G0.000 0.000
NSFC TWT-493 CD/C B25W19CV0I ALFHA= C=0o R= 0.000 0.000OO 0.000 0.000



































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 0)
_ i _ _ _ _ _ ! i 1. : . . i . T ! i - _ ,!' ¢ !!· !!i i' 
...... i .,.
IS2 -10 - 8 _ 6 - 4 - 2 0 Z 4 6 5 JO 12* 14 ~,6 18
SYMHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS
H MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 825W19CSVI
H MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8V1
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
ALFHA=0 COR-DOF 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 ALPHA=0 C=D R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 ALPHA=0 C=O R=10 0.000 0.000 0.000
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.



















































DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCDTIONS
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825 W19CSV1O ALPHA=DO C= R=O








CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3500 DA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(B35TOA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CBVIO ALFHA=0 C=0 R=0
(AS35RC) 0 MSFC fWT-493 GD/C B2IW19CV1i0 ALPHA=O C=D R=10
MACH 4.959
EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U
4 6 6 10 12 14 16 l
3LE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 .000 0.0 00 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.














-12 -so - - 6 -* -2 0
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350DA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS ALPFA=0 C=DR=OF
(B3s5TA) . HSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25W19CSV10 ALFHA=0 C=O R=









0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




















-10 O 4 6 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350CA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=0 C=OR=OF
(B35TDA) L MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALFHA=O C=O R=GO









































SIDE SLIP ANGLE.. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA ELEVON CANARD
(A350DA) NSFC TWT-493 G/C B2SW19CS ALPNA=0 C=OR=OIF 0.000 D.000. D.000
B35 TDA) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALPHA=0 C-O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.U00
(A35RD$) O nSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CdV10. ALFHA=0 C=O R=10 0.000 0.000 0.000
MACH 1.466
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.D00 SREF 14,9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF. 3.0120 IN.

























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG [ALPHA= O)
!Q L 
_ 
.Ii i ! i ! ! ! i ! i i !. 
It t C~~~~~~~~~~~~~t+X~~~~~~~tX~~I
- 6 - 2 2 6 10 12 14 16 18
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRI:PTION
(A350CA) N MSFC TWT-493 GC/C BZ5W19C8 ALPHA=D C=OR=GF
(B35TDA) t MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C¢VID ALFHA=G C=0 R=O



















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 0)
ti fi l w ff l ! l w' l.w l i f ~ 1 f ! i ! i l i 1 e f l f f-
X44 T1 Ak~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i
- 2 0 2 4 6 8














. DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
L MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 82s5WI9CV1O ALPHA=O C=O R=0
0 MSFC TWT-493 GDC/C B25W9C8V1D ALPHA=O C=O R=10











































-10 - 8 - 4
4ACH 2.990
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA- 0)
. wT ~ * 'w *' w . ~ ' ! * '! - r ! "i · F Jz i -T" ! i m " I '' ii r r i r 
_~ . _0....





DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
SFC TWT-493 GC/C BZSW19CSV D0 ALPHA=O C=0 R=O
H MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALPHA=0 C=0 R=10
_ 6 8 10 12 14 16 18
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.











































SFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25W19C
N FC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSVI
0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C9VI
MACH 1.004
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFPA ELE.VON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALFHA=-O C-OR=OF 0.000 0.00 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
0 ALPHA=O C=O R=O 0 000 0o.oo 000 o. 0.oo000 LREF 3.0120 IN.





























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= O)
L
2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0
SIDE SLIP ANG
sy NOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS ALFHA =O C=OR=0F
RSFC TWT-493 GC/C BZSW19CSV10 ALPFHA= C=O R=O
0 HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25w19CSV10 ALFHA=O C=O R=10
MACH




















































', ,, iT '~' '!' !'I ·' ! !w ! .. i ~' · !T
. _ _ _ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
: - ' 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA: O)
2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4
S
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
MFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WlI9CoV10
O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wl9C8V0I
MACH
- Z 0 2 4 6 8
IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD





























































L AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= O)
m _..._i wf! -. ;-; _ *-; i 'r i''i! i!% i~I !!I r '' !Ic ~i 
L~~
-10 8 6 - 4 - 2 6 10 2 14 6 181
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
(A3500IA MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8 ALPHA=0 C=OR=OF D.GO 0.000 0.000
B35TDA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8VIO ALFHA=0 C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000




































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= O)
. ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~_ _~ , ~;._ - __._ 




.000 0.000 o. 
.0D0 0.000 O.C
E 10 12 14 16
ES
ARC RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
D00. 0.000 SREF 14.9040 S4.IN
D00 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.







DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION AL
CA350DA) Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 0
(935TD A) 1 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBVI0 ALFHA=O C=O R=O 0

































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL TAIL AND RUDDER EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= O)
-10 - a -6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIF SLI TP ANGI . RFTA. nEGRFFS
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFPTION
(A350DA) D CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
B035TCA) M HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 ALFHA=0 CO' R=-























































'- i., _, _ _ .,;_ , 1 _ _ _ , 1 _ , i ___.1 ! __g I 1 _ 1 _ l r 1~ i 1 .1 ii i 1 1 T 
.... I 
,,. V .I. V -w L L\EZ
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
MACH PARAMETRIC VALUES
0.996 ALPHA 0.000 ELEVON 0.000







































VARYING MACH NO. FOR B-9U















































































TH VARYING MACH NO.' FOR:B-9U CONFIG.
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALPHA=0O C=O R=10 CA35RDB)
~~~~~~~~~~~~,. . .. 't 





SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES
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12 -10 - 6 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A~S0CC)I HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALPHAIS5 C=0R=OF








0.000 SREF - 14.9040 SQ.IN.









1 .." ; - ' . ., -' '? ' ' -" 
.3L








t..J . I'I I '
ILl
I--
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DCTA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
(AS5OCCJ Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25wI9CS ALFHA=15 C=DR=QF 15.000 0.000 0.000oo
(A35TCC)- i N SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 ALFHA-15 C=0 R=O 15.000 0.000 0.000
1.192
RUCDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 .SQ.IN.







LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA TAIL ON AND OFF FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA: 15 )
r , 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.- i_ "' _
-10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
SYH9OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF













14 1 6 18
RUCDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 50.IN.





















































-12 -O1 -8 -B - 4 -a 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANGL
0ATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(A350CC) Q MSFC TWT-493 GCOC B25WliC8 ALPHA=15 C=OR=F.








0.000 SREF 14.9040 se.IN.



















-12 -10 - -2 0 2 4 8 10 J2 14 16 1t
sTInF RI TP ANLE I. RFTA. nFGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(A350CCI M MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALFHAI15 C=OR=OF







0.000 - SREF 14.9040 SC.IN.





















7 .... -.. - --- ........
















-. 4 ... ..
* -'% -1o -8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
CATA SET $¥HJ)CL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTIC.U.
(A350CC) . *SFC TWT-493 GD/C S25W19Cs ALPHA=I5 C=OR=OF
(A35TCC) · NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8VJ0 ALFHA=15 C=O R=O
MACH 4.959
OFF FOR B-9U CONFIG. (i
GLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORHATION
15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.








-. 2O . .
-. 2
ON AND OFF FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA 15)
i· ! i1 L !
. _ _ _
-1 B - - -4 - 2 0 2 6 8 10 12 14 16 I8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPION ALFPHA ELEVON CANARC RUDDER
.(A35CC) s MSFC TWT-493 GOCC B25W19C9 ALPHA=15 C=R'=OF iS.O1 L.000 .  0.000 0.000






































, $' -: - :·
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA
















OFF FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 15 )
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IA350CC)I MSFC TWT-493 G0/C B25W19CB
(A35TCC). NSFC TWT-493 GO/C BZ5W19CSVIt
MACn 1.192
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 , S,.IN.



























-° - - 8 - 6 - 4 - Z O
SIDE SLIP ANE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A3IOCCI L NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=15 C=UR=UF(A3STCC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 ALPHA=I5 C=O R:0
NACH







0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.

























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD
(A350CC) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825U19CS ALPHA=IS C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.000
(A35TCC) 13 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8VI0 ALPHA=IS C=0 R=D 15.000 D0.O 0.000
N CH I .964
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.













-12 10 -8 -6 -4 -2 O 2  6 8 10 12 14 16 Il
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUDCER REFERENCE INFORNATION
CA3SOCC} f HNFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WISCB ALFPA:I5 C=OR:GF 15.000 0.000 0.066 0.000 SREF 14.9140 Sg.IN.
(AISTCC) ' SFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSWI9CBVIO ALPHA=I5 C=D R=O 15.000 0.0D0 0.010 0.000 LREF 3J012O IN.
BREF 6.0180 IN.














-. , . . . . . .
-1* -10 - - 6 -4 - 0 2 *4 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION. ALPHA ELEVON CANARD R
(A350CC MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS ALPHA=15 t=DR=DF 15. 000 0.000 0.00
(A35TCC) NsFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSWI9CtVJO ALPHA=15 C=O R=O 15.000 0.000 0.000
MACH 4.959
iUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.00 SiREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.




































-12 -10 - e - 6 - 4 - Z 0
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350CCJ Q HSFC TWT-A93 GD/C 825W19C8- ALFHA=15 C=OR=OF(A35TCC) I MHSFC TWT-493 GCD/C B25wi9CSV10 ALFHA-15 C=t R=O
MACH








0.000 SREF 14,9040 SQ.IN.
















-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYM60L CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
A350OCC) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALFHA'15 C=DR=DF
(A35TCC) MSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25W19C6V10 ALFHA=15 C=D R=O
MACH 1.192
GLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA ELEVON CANARD RUCDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.








LA ERAL DIRECTIONAL DATA TAIL ON AND OFF FOR. B-9U CONFIG. [ALPHA= 15 )




- 2 2 4 6 1 10 12 14 16 18
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA ELEVON CANARC
(A350CC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALFHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.OU0
(A35TCCI HSFC TWT-493 GD/ C B25W19C8VIO ALFHA=IS C=0 R=0 15.000 0.0b0 b 0.b00
HA CH 1.469
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.


































-. 10% , , _
. I :,~'-~~ ~ w 
.1
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA TAIL ON AND OFF FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHAz-15 )




8 -4 O a
.i .. .
4 10 14 16 1a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE,. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET srYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IA35OCC) N'SFC TWT-493 GD/C i25W19CS . ALPHA=5I C=OR=OF
[A35TCC,) 4 SFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25W19CV10 ALPHA=15 C=O R=O
I .964
ALFHA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER R8FERENCE INFORMATION
15.000 0.000 0.000 .000 SREF _ 14.9040 SQ. IN.










































:Tm -rX-i- -m- -i,- -ri- -i- ,-,r--i- ., : 
S~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
___ ___ __- - ___ - .- - . 2--
-8 -6
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(A350OCC) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8
(A35TCC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8VI
HA CH
-2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA ELEVON CANARCD
ALFHA=15 C=GOR=F 15.000 0.000 0.000








































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA TAIL ON AND OFF FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 15 )
.i I i ! r . . . r! _ ~"11 ! i . . I " TT Tf * t r . ! . · ! r ! 8 - I
_J,_  
i.._.
6 - 4 - 0 2 4 6 a









CATA SET SYMBOL CCONFIGURATION DESCRIFTXON
(A350CC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALFHA=15 C=OR=OF






































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= O)
6 8 10 12 14 16 1d
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION







0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.



























-.612 -10 - 6 O 2 























-12' - - - 8 -6 -4 - 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C35TDA) g HSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25Wl9CBVD ALPHA=O C=0 R=0



















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 0)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~r*
-. 66 i . . . . . L . . . . . . . . , . , . . . I
-1 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANC
CATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATIC.N DESCRIFTICON
"C35TDA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CV1I0 ALFHA=O C:0 R=O
IA35ADA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV10 ALPHA=O C=0 A:10










































J2 -SO - a - 6 - 4 -- P 0 2 4 6 5 JO 12 14 J6 JS
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFICGURATION ESCRIFTION
(C35TCAI N MSFC TWT-493 CC/C 825WS9CSV10 ALFHA=0 C=O R=D







































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 0)
.4 '. , .iII I : I I I I I . . I , I I .. I . . .- I I i ' ! T' I ,, I
-. 4
-. 12 -10 - -6 -4 -2 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C35TA)J M NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8OV1 ALPHA=O C=0 R-D







0.000 SREF 14.90'40 SG.IN.

























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 0)








- -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANGL
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C35TDA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BSWI19CSV10 ALPHA=D C=O R=D








0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.































-12 -10 - 8 6 - 4
SIDE SLIP ANC
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C35TCA) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25WI9C9VI0 ALFHA-O C=D R=0
(A35ACA ) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 625W19C6V10 ALPHA=0 C=0 A=10
MACH






10 12 14 16 18
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
o0.00 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.












LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR BM9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= O)
d l ~ 1' * I I I l ~ * I I W ! w l ; - * w *.' .I I ! . *' r I'1 I l r- l I I s~'1 ~
. > -_ _ _ D- ___~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~.
:=Xt~~~~kA~ I
-lo - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANGLE.
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATZON CESCRIFTION
(C35TDA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSUI9CdVIO ALPHA= CO = R=O










10 12 14 16 Is
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.













































! i * i r - * i *f * i i * " w-r'" f ! i T ' ! i i ! i i ! i · ! ! T ! ! i T




CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(C35TCA) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B2519CoV1£
(A35ADAJ) MSFC TWT-493 OD/C 825W19CB'li
MACH
- 2 0 2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BET
ELEVON
0 ALFHA=0 C=0 R=O 0.000









G.000 SREF J4.9040 SQ.IN.

























~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _...... · _ , , .= . l . * l l l . , l I . I , . , I . . i. ..
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. . . . . .
. .w fi _ 
: - .
4






- 2 6 I 14 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION.
(C35TDA) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W%9CBVIO APiFHA= C=O R=O









0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
































., : - . .
,.0-, - :
- E
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA: O)
P .,-i i i, ig ,§ "1' Tw f'! iT i ·r '1 ! i-"' ! ! , ! ! w i ! i ! ~- i ! · ; !
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~! · ! 
1==XT=T 1 I~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
B - 6
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGLURATION DESCRIF
(C35TDA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 525W
(A35ACA]) 1 MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 9251
-4 -2 o 2 4 6 a
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
FTION ELEVON AILRON RUDDER
W19CfV10 ALPNHA- C=O R=0 0.000 0.000















































-10 -_ O 2 10 12. 14
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON RUDDER
(C35TCA) Q M#SFC TWT-493 GC/C B25Wl9C8V10 ALPHA=D C=0 R=0 0.00 0.000o
(A3-5ADA ) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV10 ALFHA=0 C=0 A=10 0.000 10.000 0.000
MACH 4.959
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.

























































-10 - U - 4 - 2 O 2 4 6 8 10 14 1
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C3ITPA)I MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9CdvI0 ALFHA2= C=0 R=O







0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.








i, . ~ ~ . , i , . A s I o I f -, i A i l l. . l , , . I
::. :










> ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~E----- E~--- ~ 
^~~~~~~~~~~ , ,--
I~~~~
-10 - 8 - 2 O 9
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C35TDA) MSFC TWT-493 GCDC S25W19CBVID ALPHA=O C=O R:=
(A35ADA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV10 ALFHA=O C=O A=10
MACH






s0 14 16 Id
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.



























: ~ ~~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~ .- . .. ;
:· :
F
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= O])
Ki'r' ~ Tr-- '''2'''I''' T.....g ....... - - - - f~~~~~~~~~~
2 4
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ELEVON AILRON RUDCCER
IC35TDAI N SFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 ALFHA=0 C=0 R=b 0.000 0.050
(A35ADAI HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBVIO ALFHA=0 C=0 A=10 0.000 10.000 0.000
9 ~t 1 2 14 16 18
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.






























































-0 -10 - e
- Z 0
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C35 TDA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GO/C BS25WIS.CSV0 ALPHA20D C=D. R=0








a o0 14 ae
REES
RUDDER CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
00.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG..IN.










LAIERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIGo (ALPHA= 0)
W . I
.~~~~ ~A .0 ____
~E -;I.D - 6 - 6 - 4 - a 0 E 4 6 a SO 14 16 S_ _ ___ 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I C55TDAC) n HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WiS9CSV1 AL PHA=0 C=V R=0
:A35A0DA NsFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C VI1 ALPHA=D C=0 A=10
MA CH
GLE. BETA. DEGREES





0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.ZN.



































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 0)
'JT ~1 ii' i1 Il -il , I * ~ II I I I I Il ff"l *r ...WT-wi d *I llXw. 
~: .
_ _ P | b 5~~~~~~~~~~~
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~J - 1- -- 3---."'_ 
-1 o - 6 - 6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 1O 12
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ELEVON AILRON RUCCER
lC35TCAI MSFC TWT-493 Go/C B25W19C8VIO ALFHA=0 CO0 R=0 0.000 0.000









































-. _% 14 I6 8a










-2 -o - - - 4 - O 
SIDE SLIP ANC
DATA SET SYMBSL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(i35TCC) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 25W19CSViO ALPHA=1S C=0 R=0










0.00U SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.























FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 15)
S IDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
B35 TCC) C) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 ALPHAIS5 C=D R=D
(A35ACAJ $ MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8Vl: ALPHA=15 C=D A=10
NA CH 1.963
ELEVON AILRON RUDDER CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000  0.00 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.








LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL AILERON DATA FOR






















-. 2 -1 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION








0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.




























DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(035TCC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19CSVI
(A35ACA J MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9C8SVI
MA CH 1.963
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
ELEVON AILRON RUDDER CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 ALPHA=IS C=O R=O 0.000 0.000 0 000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.







SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA,. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
IB35TCC, n MSFC TWT-493 GC/C BS2W19C8V10 ALFHA=15 C=O R=O
3A 5ACA) M5 SFC TWT-493 GD/C 8Z5WI9C8VI1 ALPFHA=15 C=O A=10
MACH 1.189
ELEVON AILRON RUDDER CANARC REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.00 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 59.IN.
















































DATA SET SYNBOL CONFZ
(B35TCC) HSFC TW
(A35ACA) I MSFC Tr
MA CH
-8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
GURATION DESCRIPTION ELEVON AILRON RUDDER
1T-493 DCC/C B25W19CBVO ALFHA=IS C=O R=D 0.000. O.DD
dT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V1O.ALPHA=I5 C=O A=10 o0.000 10.OO 0. OD
.963
I0 12 14 16 18
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
O.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.







·:: .: ' ..
IVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIGo ALPHA=
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION ALFHA B-FLAF ELEVON
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.0oU 0.000
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25SW19C8F ALPHA=30 C=G F=40 30.000. 40.000 0.000
0 MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B2SW19CBF? ALFHA=30 C=0 F=60 30.000 60.000 0.000
MACH 1.972
CANARD -REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 Sa.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.









































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAPF ELEVON
(a350CA) ISFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALPHA=30 C=D R=b 30.000 0.000
(A35FCA) nSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSF7 ALPHA-30 C=O F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000
(A35FCC) O HSFC TWT-493 GD/C a25W19C8F? ALPHA=30 C=O F=60 30.000 60.000 0.000
MACH 2.990
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






: .: r 
)IRECTIONAL SMALL BODY FLAP
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SyHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
(B350CA) Q NSFC TWT-493 CD/C B25WS9C8 ALPHA=30 C=O R= 30.000 0U.U00
(A35FCA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CBF7 ALPHA=30 C=D F=40 30.000 40.G00 0.000
(A35FCC) O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9CBF7 ALPHA=30 C=0 F=60 30.000 60.000 0.000
HACH 4.959
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN..
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.

















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL SMALL BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30)
~ 1 ! 1 i ~ ! ! ! i i 1 ~ ~ 1 i i 1 1 l w l 
: : 0 :- :~~~~~~~~~· 
F X I t <X<-rx~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-lJ - a - 4 -2 4 8 l0 14 16 tI
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
¢B350CAJ : DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS 30 000 000D0
(A3SFCAI) L HSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8F7 ALPHA=30 C=0 F=40 30.000 40.000 0 000








































IONAL SMALL BODY FLAP EFFECT
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825Wl9CB
SFC TWT-493 GD/C 025W19C8F7
0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025Wl9CdF7
HA CH 2.990
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAPF ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHA=30 C=bL R=O 30 000 0.0o0 0.000 SREF 14.9040 S$.IN.
ALPHA=30 C=O F=40 30.000 000 4 000 O.00 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
ALFHA=30 C:0 F=60 30.000 60.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.018O IN.
XMRP 7.1990 IN.
YMRF 0.0000 IN.



































-. 15- I.. _ ...
-. 20 ? . ... L... ., .. .. ...... .. L. .
-12 -10 -0 -6 -4 - 2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(0350CA) M HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 625W19C8 ALFHA=30 C=O R=G
A35FCA) Z5 HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19COFT ALPHA=30 C=O F=40
(A35FCC) I MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8F7 ALFPHA30 C=0 F=60.
NA CH 4.959
3LE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAF ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
30.000 40.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.














-l0 -10 - 4 - a 0 
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CATA SET SyMQL CONFIGURAON ESC ON SIDE SLIP ALFHA B -FLA ELEVON CANARE REFERENCE INFORMATION
(B350CA) D CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SG.JN.
(A35FCA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W39CBF7 ALPHA=30 C=O F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0±20 IN.




MACIH' 1.62 SCALE 0.0035ACH .97Z
PAGE 281
n0










-- · ! ! · ! ! i i . . .. _ w . *t ! · ! ! .! ! ! I ! ! ! 'd ! T F T I ' r I I" ! t
. .. ..
·. : 
_ _ _ _~~~~~~~-
-10 - 8 -6
- 2 0 2 4 S 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8350CA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=30 C=0 R=O
(A35FCA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CF7T ALPHA=30 C=O F=40


























































_________ _________ _________ _________ 2
- - - - -- -- - - ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-10 6 - 4
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(B350CA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
(A35FCA, NSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C6F7







2 4 6 B
ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAPF ELEVON
R f=O 30.000 0.000
F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000




















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATICON DESCRFIPTION
(B350CC) HSFC TWT-493 GC/C 825W19C8
(A35FCDB NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSF7
MACH 1.192
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, OEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHA=S1 C=DR=DF 15.0DD 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.


























-12 - - 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTI.ON
B(350CC) D MSFC TWT-493 GO/C BZSW19C8 ALFHA'15 C=OR=OF








0.000 SREF 14.9040 SI.IN.















SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
(0350CC) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B5ZWI9CB ALPHA=IS C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.



























-i2 -10 - - 4- -2 0
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(;350CC) 4 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CO ALPHA=J5 C=ORDOF(A3SFCB MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSF? ALFHA=15 C=O F=40
MACH 1.192
;LE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAF ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
15.DOD 0.00O 0.O00 SREF 14.904U SQ.IN.
15.000 40.000 O.OOO O.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
BREF 6.0180 IN.
XMRP 7.2990 IN.

















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
I(B35CC MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
(A35FCB) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 025W19CSF7
MACH 1.964
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHA=15 C=DR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.00O SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.



















-iZ -10 -8 -6 -4 -O2 
SIDE SLIP ANG
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(B350CC) R MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CS ALFHA=15 C=OR=OF








0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.

































-. 10 I . _
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA B-FLAF ELEVON
(B350CC) i MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8 ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000
IA35FCB ) N SFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CBF? ALFHA=15 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 .i000
HACH 1.192
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 Sg.IN.







LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL SMALL BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG,(ALPHA= 15)
._.. ,._ *- -_- ' _ _.. __ __ i !. _. !iJ ! f". _ -; '·ii i ! !T ! 
i
- 2 a 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 1d
SIDE SLIP ANGLE., BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ALPHA B-FLAF ELEVON
(0350CC) I MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WJ9C8 ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 D.000
(A35FCCl; MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CbF7 ALPHA=15 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 .U00
HA CH 1.964
CANARC REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.






























-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4







-10 _8 6 - O 2 10 14 16
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
CATA sET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPNA 8-FLAP ELEVON
(IB5OCC) HMSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C9 ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000
¢A35FCB) N MSFC TWT-493 G0/C B25WI9CSF7 ALPHA=15 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 0.000
MACH 2.990
CANARC lEFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.





































FIONAL LARGE BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30)
-.5
-i2 -10 -8 - 4 - 2 a 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(O350CA)J MSFC TWT-493 GD/C zs5wl9CS ALPHA=30 C:O R=D








0.00D SREF 14.9040 S. IN.


































IONAL LARGE BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30)
-. 4
-.5 -
-le 12 - -6 - 4 - 2 O g
SIDE SLIP ANG
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB350CA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25wl9CB ALFHA=30 C=o R=0







0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.



















-10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
CB35SCCA1 MSFC TWT-493 GC/ C B25W19C8 ALPHA=30 Cr= R=O





30.000 40.000 0. 000
2.990
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.






















DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION
(B350CA) I HMSFC TWT-493 GD/C BS2W19C8
(B35FCcI N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSF8
MACH 4.959
FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30]
- 2 0 a 4 S. 10 1o 2 14 16 18
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA B-FLAP ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALPHA:30 C=O R:0 30.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040U SG.IN.


















-1 -10 - a - S - 4 - 2 0
SIDE SLIP ANE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(9B350CA) ; MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19C8 ALPHA=30 C-0 R=0
(B35FCC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSF8 ALFHA=30 C_0 F=40
HACH







0.000 SREF 14.9040 S$.IN.








LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LARGE BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS' FOR B-9U CONFIG. (ALPHA= 30)
vl""i~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ ~~: :l w fl.l Wf I!IW f' l 'lIW'r"~ ~
-- --- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
e _ __ ^ _ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
6 -4 - 2 I 2 4 6 a 10 12 14 16 18
CANARD. REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.






SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
(B35OCA) Q HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WU19C ALFHA=3O C=0 R'O 30.000 0.0°0

































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LARGE BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 15)
_ f






10 14'z -10 --8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(C35 CCI  D2 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19C8 ALFHA-15 C=UR=OF
(Z35FCEJ MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WI9CSFS ALFHA=15 C=0 F=40
16 18
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
O.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.











































-.t. . .- - _.. .
-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMrOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
{C35OCC) Q HSFC TWT-493 GD/C U125W19Cd ALPHA'15 C=OR=0F








0.000 SREF 14.9040 SJ.IN.







LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LARGE BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U











SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYM6OL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION ALPHA B-FLAPF ELEVON
(C35OCC) Q MSFC TWT-493 CCGD/C 82519C ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000
(Z35FCE) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19COFB ALFNA=15 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 0.000
MACH 1 .964
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ. IN.







LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LARGE BODY: FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 15)
-. 15
-10 - e - 6 - 4 - 2 I 2 4 8 10 12 14 I 6 A8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 8-FLAP ELEVON
(C350CC) Q HSFC TWT-493 DC/C B25W19CS ALPHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 .D000(Z35FCE) R HSFC TWT-493 GDC/C B25W19C8FB ALFHA=15 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 0.000
nACH 0.992
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.




























-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ , ~ -. ,
G --- 
0X= X TSST -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-~~~~~
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LARGE BODY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA: 15)
fl ~ i i i i w i ~ w ! i i i -- i- i I i i ! - i' i r i i i i i i i i i ! i · 
_ ~~~~~~~..
a o .~~~~~~~~~
aS __ _ < _ _ ,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
tt X C=W 0~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...
- 6 -
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFJGURATION CESCRIPTION
(C35OCC) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C Bg5W19C8














O.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.



















































DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C35OCC) N YSFC TWT-493 DCC/C B25W19Cd
(Z35FCE) MSFC TWT-493 CC/C B25Wi9C8FS
MACH 1.964
18
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA, DEGREES
ALFHA B-FLAP ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
ALFHA=15 C=OR=OF 15.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.







LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LARGE BOOY FLAP EFFECTIVENESS FOR B-9U CONFIG.
o .10 ! . . i . .i . . . i . I .. ,. . ! . . . i i i i ,,
-. 1 .0.i.
-12 -10 - -6 - 4 - 2 0
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(C350CC) HMSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CB ALFHA-15 C=OR=OF
IZ35FCEI MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25w19C8F8 ALPHA=IS C=O F=40






0.000 SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.












































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAF ELEVON
(C350CC) B MSFC TWT-493 CG/C BZWI19C8 ALPHAS15 C=0R=0F 15.Or0 0.000
(Z35FCE) SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSF8 ALFHA=15 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 0.000
A CH I .192
CANARC REFERENCE INFORMATION
U.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.



















_i _ll i_ __1 _i' _i i__ __i .i iii,,_. .. i'T .,, ,i Iii w, ri.
-S2 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAP
(C35 0CCI Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8 ALPHA=1S C=OR=OF 15.000






















































SIOE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYM£OL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
(D350CC) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 O.OOD
(B35FC B DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 40.000 0.000
(Z35FCE) O NSFC TWT-493 GD/C e2sWl9C8FB ALFHA=15 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 0.000
A CH I .000
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.OO0 LREF 3.0120 IN.







-10 - e - 4
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19C8
N HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CdFT
O HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZSW19CdFd
nACH
[A SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 15)
- 2 0 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
ALPHA-15 C=OR=:O 15.000 13 O.DO
ALPHA=15 C=G F=40 15.000 4O.000 0.000







12 14 16 1d
REFERENCE INFORMATION














































-12 -10 - - - 4 - 2 0 2
SIDE SLIP ANE
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(D35OCC) MSFC TWT-493 GDCC/C 2519C8 ALPHA=I5 C=OR=DF
(B35FCB) MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25Wl9C8F7 ALPHA=I5 C=O F=40










0.000 SREF 14.9040 $S.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 15)
II ~r f' - - -- -- §§ §-- -§wB wBg~ '1 II I§ II II1 Il Wl !! W g 11 I1 I1 ~1
'" I -
- - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~"
Z -10 - -6 -4 -2 
SIDE SLIP ANG
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CDESCRIFTION
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCrTIONS
DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
O MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8FB ALPHA=I5 C=O F=40





















































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
D MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALPHA=15 C=rR=F 15.000 l0.000
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8F7 ALFHA=IS C=0 F=40 15.000 40.000 0.000
'O MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8F8 ALPHA=15 C=D F=40 15.000 40.000 0.000
HACH 1.19Z
CANARD REFERENCE !INFORMATION
0;000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.



















































-. 15--S j h J. h..& A
-12 -10 - - - 4 - ;
SIDE SLIP ANE
DATA SET SYMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(035CCC) Q MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19CB ALPHA=1S C:=R=OF
(B35FCB) f MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSFT ALPHA=15 C=0 F=40








B-9U CONFIG. ALPHA= 15)
3REES
ELEVON CANARC REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN,
0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.













W( FOR ALL CONITION 15 .000 .O





-12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 O 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA 8-FLAF ELEVON
(CD3IOCC? Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 15.000 0.000
(B35FCB) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 150O0D 40.000 0.00
(Z35FCE) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CBFB ALPHA=I5 C=0 F=40 15.000 40.OC0 0.000
MA CH 1.000
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.














- - -0 - 6 _ _ 2 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMSOL CONFICURATION CESCRIFTION
sD350CC) M HSFC TWT-493 /CC C B25W19Cf ALPHA=IS C=OR=DF(B35FCB) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19CBF7 ALFPHA=1S C=O F=4G(Z35FCEJ O HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CfF8 ALPHA=IS C=O F=40
MACH 1.192
3LE .BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAF ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
15 .00: 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.15.000 40.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3. 01Z IN






LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFIG;.ALPHA= 15)T- -s --T _ -w - ---- -- ----- ---- --- --- ---- -
" ' -' " - . i -- 
~~~~~~~~~~~~·"'--- I--. ~ -- ' -




2 '8 10 14 16 18
SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMNOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFPTION
(C35OCC) MSFC TWT-493 DCCC B25W19C8
(B35FCB) N SFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8F7















































































SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
(B3I5CAI Q DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 0.0OD
(A35FCA) R DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30o000 40.000 0.O00
(A3SFCC) O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B5SWI9CsF9 ALPHA=30 C=O F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000
MACH 1.947
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






DATA SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFPIG.CALPHA = 30)
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA. DEGREES
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION ALFHA B-FLAP ELEVON
35OCA) Q CATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 0.000
(A35FCA) L MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSF7 ALPHA=30 C=0 F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000
(A35FCD) I DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 40.000 0.000
NACH 1.972
CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.01ZO IN.




















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30)






-10 - 8 - 6 - 4
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DCESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8FT
O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8FS
- 2 0 2 4 6 8
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALFHA B-FLAP ELEVON
ALPHA=30 C=D R=- 30D.D00 0.000
ALPHA=30 C=O F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000
ALPHA=30 C=0 F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000





































































-12 -10 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 2 4 6 8 10 12- 14 16 1d
SIDE SLIP ANGLE, BETA, DEGREES
CDATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAF ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
(8350CA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8 ALFHA=30 C=O R=0 30.000 0.000 0.000 SREF .14.9040 S.IN.
(A35FCA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C D25W19CI F7 LPNHA=30 C=0 F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.








LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA SMALL AND























SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALFHA B-FLAF ELEVON





































-12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - a o ;
SIDE SLIP ANG
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(8350CA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A35FCA HSFC Tt-493 GCC/C B25WI9CBFT ALPHA=30 CO F=40










0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.





















-ig -IO -e -6 -4 -2 0
SIDE SLIP ANE
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B35OCA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8 ALPHA=30 C=0 R=O
(A3SFCA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSF7 ALPHA=30 C=O F=40









0.000 SREF 14.9040 S0.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.












-2 -10 - -6 -4 -2 0
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B350CA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 625WI9C8 ALFPHA=30 C= R=0
(A35FCAI) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSF7 ALFHA=30 C=D F=40
(AS5FCD)I HSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8F8 ALPHA=30 C=O F=40
MACH 4.959
3LE. BETA, DEGREES
ALPHA S-FLAF ELEVON CANARD REFERENCE INFORMATION
30.000 0.000 0.000 jREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
30.000 40.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.

















-12 -10 -2 a 10
I CONFIG.(ALPHA' 30)
12 14 16 10
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
(B350CAF 0 DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 30.000 4.OLiO
(A35FCA) DATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS 50.OLD 40.000 0.000











































I · i 
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30)
-, l . l .i l,. , l I l ,l l. .1 ,w l ,if , . . . . r i 1 . i. l ,1 ,f l ,l ,! 1 . , , , 
-~~  ~~~~~~~~ I 
-2 -10 - 8 - 6 -4 - 2 
SIDE SLIP ANG
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
IB350CA) DCATA NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONDITIONS
(A35FCA)I NSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19CBF7 ALPHA=30 C=0 F=40
(A35FCD) CDATA: NOT AVAILABLE FOR ALL CONCITIONS





















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30)







NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025W19C8
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B2519CSF7
MSFC TWT-493 GCC/C 825W19CBF8
- 2 0 2 4 6 6
SIDE SLIP ANGLE. BETA. DEGREES
ALPHA B-FLAP ELEVON
ALFHA=30 C=O R=O 30.000 0.000
ALPWA=30 C=O F=40 30.000 40.000 0.000
I ALPHA=3 C=O F=40 30.000 40.000 O.000
10 12 14 1I6 18
CANARD REFERENCE INFORHATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.



























-. 10 ' 
-12 -10 -8 - 6
2.990
F-: :
LAfERAL-DIRECTIONAL DATA SMALL AND LARGE BODY FLAPS FOR B-9U CONFIG.(ALPHA= 30)
P'II I fi Il I -mr -I-l  -II r-1 -In- -il' -II- .l. mr- lIT -I
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 
-10 - - -6 4
- 2 O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16
SIDE SLIP
CATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(B350CA) Q MSFC TWT-493 CC/C 825z19C9
(A35FCA) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C B25W19C8F7








F=40 30.000 40.000 0D.DO





















































12I- .  -
002

















MACH o.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.

























































fl fl lll 'll fl Wl fI :l 1 
~
l ' l l [ l ' I 
_ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~. _' 
_~~~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _.'__
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I I .. .. _-
_y 
_ _ _ ___X
-20 -18 -16 -1 -1- -10 - 8 - 6
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDCER 0.000
































































DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
-16 -14 -12 -10 - e - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 I0 1;
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.900 BETA 0.000 CATASET CLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 RUDDER 0.000 S35EAB - 20.00G S35EAC - I.G LREF 3.0120 IN.
S35EAO 0.000 S35EAA Io.Goo BREF 6.0180 IN.




M-493GD/C B25W19C8ViOELEVON INCREMENTS[EAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71
,J .COCE I*
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
LFHA
G .000O
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH . 0.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
-B -6 - 4 - 2 0 2
DEFLECTION. OELTA-ELEVON CD
CATA SOURCE
CATASET DLTELV CATASET DLTELV
$35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000
S35EA0 0.000 S35EAA 10.000
DL
CATA HIST. COCE 1*C
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) CS35EAB) 22 SEP





































_1 i1! , l , 1 . l i1! w ,\ Iii.sT. .l' , i , i1'1 1 i'1 ' l ii 
C - - - - - - -~~~~~ii'~"i[ 
b-=  = == ==== == === = =~~~~~~~~t 
. = - | -- - - - -- - -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
- - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~,
· ---- z/- 
- - -- H - - - - :~~~~~~~~~~..
g -- -- // w - J
v -. - -- -- 
= = ===Y 
. - / .· 








































DUE -TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
-'122 -20 -18 -16 -4 -12 -10 - -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 10 1
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
OL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
2300D0 MACH 0.90o BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 So.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER O.OGi 535EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.00 LREF 3.0120 IN.




















































-. 1 22- -20
SYMBOL ALPHA
Q 5.000
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.000 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
-8 -6 -4 - 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDL
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
S35EA8 - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000









DATA MIST. CODE I*C SCA







! ! ! ! ! I ! I . ! TT-
LE 0.uu35
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS





6 - 4 - 2 0 2 6 8 10 1'
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON COLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 1.0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
























































DATA HIST. CODE I*C
: 7. 
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-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.000 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
-8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDL
DATA SOURCE
CATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
S35EAC - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000
S35EA0 0.000 S35EAA 10.000
DATA HMIST. CODE I*C
: . _ _ 






















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS





CArA MIST. CODE I*C
-a -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 i
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON COLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SfiEF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.00O S35EAC - 10 UUD LREF 3.0120 IN.
S35EAo 0.000 S35EAA O.OO BREF 6.0 2990 IN.
XMRF O.2990 IN.
YMRF 0.0000 IN.
ZMRF 0. 00O IN.
SCALE .OU0035
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PAGE 337
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
.1 . . I .I . .I I I 
." L I I_ I I I _ 
- -- - -- - - : - -/











- 8 - 6 -4
- 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
CATASET CLTELV DATASET DLTELV SR.EF 14.9040
S35EAB - 20.00 S35EAC - 10.00 LREF 3.0120








DATA HIST. CODE I*C
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F=-~ _ -_____ 
____
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.200Q) BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.00 o RUDDER 0. 0G
-8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDL
DATA SOURCE
DATASET CLTELV DATASET DLTELV
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000




















bATA MIST. COCE I*C SCALE


















































SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VAQ 1o.000 MACH 1.200 BE'
CANARD 0.000 RUI






TO CONTROL DEFLECT IONS
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV CATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
S35EAO 0.000 S35EAA 10.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.XMRF 7.2990 IN.
.TMRF O. 0000 IN.
ZMRF 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035


























































] -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1 .20 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE I*C
-8 -6 -4 -
DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 2b.000 S35EAC - 1l.00bb LREF 3.0120 IN.





M-493GD/C B25W19C8V1IO.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) [S35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 341
.15
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Ui= _._4 .- . - _,__ _
-. 06
-22 -20 -. -16 -4 - 0 - -- _ _ 2
z




O -2'l -20 ZO -16 --1 -12 -1o -'B - 6 - 4 -2 0 2
z
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (D
SYHMOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
o1 20.000 MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000' DATASET OLTELV CATASET CLTECV
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 S3SEAB - ZOO.O S3EAC - 10.030
S35EAO 0.000 S35EAA 10.000
CATA MIST. COCE I*C
L . . . . . . . . . .










M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) CS35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 342





















DATA MIST. CODE J*C
[IONS
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-22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
ALFPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES
5.000 MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE 1*c
- b - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 IO 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20 .00 S35EAC -10. OO LRZF 3.0120 IN.





























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
.16 . . '_ _










-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
HA PARAMETRIC VALUES
OGL MACH 2.000 BETA OG.00
CANARDC .0120 RUDDCCER 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE I*C
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET CLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.0O0 LREF 3.0120
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I _I I II I I ____ 1 i __I I 1I I I____ I I _i I I I I I I .
-20. -16 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
IMACH Z.o00 BETA 0.000
CANARDC L.000 RUCDER 0.000
8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDL
CDATA SOURCE
CATASET CLTELV DATASET CLTELV
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 1U.000
S35EAO 0.000 S35EAA 10.000
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DATA HIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040
S35EAD - 20.000 S3SEAC -10.000 LREF 3.0120



























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECIr IONS
_ _ --_ .. 
.... _ ..... ,~
,_ . _,,_ _:
__ _. _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-20 -s18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 2.o00 BETA 0.000
CANARC .000 RUDDCER 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE IJC
-8 -6 -4 2 0 2 4 6 8 10
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON COLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET CLTELV CATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC -10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.















































































DATA HIST. CODE I*C
- 8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 a 8 10 12
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAS - 20.000 S35EAC - I.DOOO LREF 3.0120 IN.





M-493GD/C B25W19C8VlOELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71
L.




















































-18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 3.000 BETA O.OOD
CANARD U. OUO RUDDER 0.000
DATA MIST. CODc 1*C
4 10
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.904D SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20G.G0 535EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.





































-20 -58 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 4 - 2 0 2
DEFLECT IONS
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 3.000 BETA O.DO0 DATASET DLTELV CATASET CLTELY SREF 14.9040 S. IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER O.ODo S35EAB - 20.00D S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE C SCALE 0.0035
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 351
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDL
FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
3.0bO BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
0.000 RUDDER 0.000 S35EAB - 2.000D S35EAC - 10.000
SJ35EAO Q.vQU S35EAA 10.00
DATA HIST. CODE I*C












































































o3 "-22 -20 -18 -16 -14
INCREMEN1
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VA
23.o000 MACH 3.000 BE
CANARD 0.000o RUI
CDATA MIST. CODE I*C
-12 -10 - -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1;
TAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
'ALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
TA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SI.IN.




M-493GO/C B25W19C8ViOELEVON INCREMENTS(EAO-EAO) CS35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 353
.. .I ... I ... I . .. I,
-18 -16 -14 -12 -0o
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.G00
CATA MIST. COCE I*C
- . I .. I-6 -4 -
- a - 6 - 4 - a
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET CLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9U40 SQ.IN.
S35EAS - 20.OG0 S35EAC - 10.000 LRE 3.0120 IN






































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
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-20 -1l -16 -14 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARAMHETRIC VALUES
MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
6 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.ol20 IN.








































































INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
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DATA MIST. CODE I*C
- 8 -6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 S0 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET CLTELV DATASET DCLTELV SREF 14.9040 S.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 0.00 LREF 3.0120 IN.

































LAFTRAL-DIRFCTIONAL INCRFMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
.1... .,. v . _w .... __ . ,,.- .... _ .._ _._...,._ ._ __.,..__.._._.....*....T
~' i ! ! ! i - ! ! i ! i i ii ! !" 
-Z -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
LFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES
z0.000 nACH 0.900 BETA D.GOD
CANARD O.DO RUDDER .000 
DATA MIHJST. COCDE I*C
-8 -6 -4 -2 6 8 10 12
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 S9.IN.
35EAB - 20.000D S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLEC1[IONS
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DATA HIST. CODE I*C
-8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 a 10 I2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 535EAC -o 10.000 LREO 3.O20 IN.

















































5.000 nACH 1 .0DWo BETA 0.OG0
CANARD 0. DO RUDDER 0.0UU
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 2D.GOD S35EAC - IO.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.









































-. 12 .- -N,
xMRP 7.299L IN:
DA INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTIONC ELTA-ELEVONLTELE DEGREES.035
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
M-493GD/C B25W19C8VIO.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 360
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- e -6 -4 -2 0 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON (DL
CATA SOURCE
DATASET CLTELV DATASET CLTELV
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10oo.0
S35EAO 0.000 S35EAA 10.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
I I - - .- I- .1 I _._._ - I I
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FPARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.000 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDCCR 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE I*C
- 8 - 6 - 4 - 0 2 0 4 6 8 10 12
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATICN
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000o LREF 3.0120 IN.
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22 SEP 71 PAGE: 362
-2 -16 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.000 BETA 0. 000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
-8 - 6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV CATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 Sa.IN.
S35EAS - Z0.000 S35EAC - 10.00L LREF 3.0120 IN.













































(_C .. 0 - 0 535- -E- - .S3 ...
-. 04
Ii._
0 - -o -
CANA=D 0 .00c R~rDFR U. Dou S35EA - 0 .0 0 S35EA AREF 6.D180 I. -
U
-. 10-o- - -- -R12
DATA IST. COC-.1E 
M-493GD/C B25W9C8V ELEVN INCREMENTSEA-EA) S35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 364 - 2 
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON C.DLTELV) DEGREES
s¥HIOL ALPHA FARAHETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O3 5.ODD HACN 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLTELV DATASET ELTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
ARD 0 UDDER 0 000 8 - 2 .S00 C -10,00 LREF 3 0 2 N.
S3IEAO 0.000 $35EAA 1v.OOo BREF 6.0180 IN.
XMRF 7.2990 IN.
ZmRP 0.0000 IN.
CATA MIST. COCE I*C
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTS(EAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 364
-22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
10.000 MACH I .200 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE I9C
-8 -6 - 4 - 2 0
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 S4.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.01Z0 IN.
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLEC1IONS
i 1 i ~ ir '"$ w * w ! iw a r T w i !w l f ~ w' .i 1 i i i 1 i i 1 i ~" i ~ i 1 i , ! .1 r
=_ __ ..... _._ _
_~~~r _....S ___ 
_ \__ 
_ ._ ...
X X  X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ XW-1
!I -20 -18 -16 -14
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
LFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
5.000 MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDCCER 0.000









DATA MIST. CODE I*C
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) CS35EAB) 22 SEP 71
2 4 6 a8 10 
CDLTELV) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
LV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
BREF 6.0180 IN.






























































































INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS





- - - - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
-16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
ACH I.200 BETA .ooo0
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE i*C
- 6 -4 2 4 4
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV] DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET DLTELV CATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAS - 20.ODO S35EAC - 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.





M-493GD/C B25W19C8Vl0ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71
! ! !
5 8 $0 12
I F' I I I I . f_ ! 
PAGE 367
LATERAL-DIRECT IlONAL INCREMENTAL





























ICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -0 -8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8 10 1;
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 1.200 BETA 0.OO0 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 S35EAC - 20.000 S35EAC -10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
S35EAO 0.000 535EAA 10o 0L] BREF 6.0100 IN.XMRF 7.2990 IN.
YHRP 0.0000 I N .
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
DATA MIST. CODE I*C SCALE 0.0035
B25Wl9C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAC) CS35EAB) 22 SEP- 71 PAGE 368
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLEC' [IONS
~ l | I l I l II II l' 1 I I [ 1 l l ! 1 I ' I ~ I I I |!1
:l, - - -
- - - - - -~~~~~~~ll'11
-- == == - =--=== =- -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i 
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
- 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDL
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
535EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000
S35EA0 O.00D S35EAA 1 0,. cO
DATA MIST. CODE I*C



















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
----- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- ---- ----
---- ---- ----
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARANETRIC VALUES
I MACH 2.000 BETA co.oe
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
- -6 - 4 - 2 a 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTE
S35EAS - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.
S35EAO 0.000 S35EAA 10.
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PAGE 370
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
22
ALPHA
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
5.0O MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV





DATA MIST. COCE I*C
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L INCREMENTAL COEFF!CIENTS DUE TO
D . = __ __ __ . _ _ __.14
u
.12 -- = = = = =- - =-
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I
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-. -22 -ZO -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 10 $~
-_ INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON [DLTELV) DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
0 20.000 MACH 2.000 BETA. 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.904D SG.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDCER O.000 S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 00 LREF 3.0120 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE I*C SCALE 0.0035
M-493GD/C B25WI9C8VIOELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 372
.Lq
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
iii iii i ii - i i i ii i i ii -;1 il ii ii iii; ii ii' i f ~i -- www'I ii -@@|-§ 
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- a -6 -4 -2 0
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTEL
S35EAi - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.0
535EAO . ODD S35EAA 10.t
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
2 4 6 8 10
CDLTELV) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
LV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
o00 LREF 3.0120 IN.






































22 SEP 71 PAGE 373
L
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
-20 -10 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
3 MACH 3.000 BE TA 0. 00
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
- 8 -6 -4 -2 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CD
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
S35EAS - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000
S35EAO 0.000 535EAA 10.000
)L
DATA MIST. CODE I*C


















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
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S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC -
535EAO 0.000 S35EAA
CATA MIST. CODE I*C
2 4 6 8 10 12
VON CDLTELV) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
- 10.000 LREF 3.01Z0 IN.
10.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
XMRF 7.2990 IN.
YMRF 0. 000 IN.
ZMRF 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS





-8 -6 4 - 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTEL
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC: - 10.0
S35EAO O.000 S35EAA 10.0
CATA HIST. CODE IbC
L2 4 6 8 10
CDLTELV) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
_V SREF 14.9040 SQ.
500 LREF 3.0120 IN.





















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
iii ===- i1 === === ==l ='1 ii 11_i i < iiiiiiiii
__ .... _
_ . _ _ _ _ _ _~~~~~~~





DATA MIST. CODE 14C
- 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 a
DEFLECTION, OELTA-ELEVON CDLTELVJ DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET DLTELV OATASET DLTELV SfiEF 14.9040
S55EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.o00 LREF 3.0120























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
*fi * I Il II Il Il *l I I *I I.. .I I ' T .I i *l .ll I I I I Il T.I IIw T .t g
X T TI~
.-4 = _ - _ _ -= ==_
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (D
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
3.000 BETA 0.00D DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
0.0o0 RUDCCER D0.GO S35EAB - 2D.GOO S35EAC - lO.OO6
S35EAO 0.OOG S35EAA 1O.0o0
DATA HIST. CODE I*C
























































































II! *l II .l Il I ! .'' . rTf TT.fglwwWTr~ .l . I I Tr Il Ill Il *f~ *fi
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ t
., _ _ . _ ... f -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~I..
\s~~~~~~ /-
~~~~ ~ .~ . ..._.. 
-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -30
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0. 00
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
-8 -6 -4 -2 L 2 4 6 8 10 
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET CLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.00o LREF 3.0120 IN.





















































- .010 4 - ' ' I '' ' I.JIi .. 4 I L . . I .
X -22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES
Q 10.000 MACH 0.900 BE TA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUCCER 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
- 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV] DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET DLTELV CATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SO;IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC -10.00 LREF 3.0120 IN.
S35EAO 0.000 535EAA 10.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.






























20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.0o0 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
10 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 - S.IN.
S35EA8 - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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iENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
i1 li ;fl rl " l , rff wil II WI! Il Il'' 1 Ifl Il I I ! I -
/:
..... ~~
_ __ _ _ 
=-_=, C./ 
.-==== = = _=-
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: _ A . _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ %g _ _/
_ _ _ _...
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MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER D.D00
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION. OELTA-ELEVON COLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET 'CLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 535EAC - 1.00 LREF 3.0120 IN.









































































































DATA HIST. COCE ItC
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON COLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






































I -. 002 
SYMBOL ALFHA
LU I··
COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTI
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 1.000 BETA O.ODo DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - G.00O LREF 3.0120 IN.




SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. CODE I*C
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTS(EAO-EAO) CS35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 384
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e~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ __
· ~ _..___f
_ V _ ___. __ _r _,
__n _ _ X~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ _ _ 
. f-
_ \ / 
_~~~~~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ._ .__
-- I-- - --
22 -20 -$8 -16 -14 --s2 -1.0 - 8 _ 6 - 4 - Z 0 2 4 6 ' a J.o ]l
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELVI DEGREES
SYMBOL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q i0.OOO MACH 1.0O0 BETA O.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 535EA8 - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.OO LREF 3.0120 IN.





DATA MInlST. CODE I*C










-. 014 .- _ 
Li
.0 __0 0._ _
X -.002 -20 - - -1 -2 -0 6
CANARD -,OGG RU-DER 0.000 335EAB - 2 -.O 535EAC - 1 -.UO
z .002o-
535EAO O.uOO S35EAA IG.GOO
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
-. 004
.- 22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -0 -B -6 -4 -2 0 2
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON [(
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE
Q 15.000 MC.IC I.OD0 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
 O.D00 D  .  $35  - 0.000 S$$  - 0.O
S 5EAO 0 000  10.000
 IST. DE 1*C





































-20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH I.000 BETA 0.000
CANARC 0.000 RUDDER 0.00 0
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 SIIEAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDL
DATA SOURCE
VATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV
$35EA8 - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000
$35EAO 0.000 S35EAA 10.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10,ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) [S35EAB)














































































































MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000
CANARC 0.000 RUDDER O.DOO
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
- 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 IO 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON [DLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET CLTELV CATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20O.00 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
































































DATASET DLTELV DATASET CDLTEL
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.0
S35EAO 0.000 S35EAA 10. 
DATA NIST. CODE I*C
2 4 6 8 10 12
C(DLTELV) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
LV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
000 LREF 3.012D IN.
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-16 -14 -12 -10 - 9 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 6
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON C[DLTELV) DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040
0.000 RUDDER 0.000 S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.012U


















































-18 -16 -14 -12 -D1 - B - 6 -
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC -10.00 LREF 3.01Z0 IN.




DATA HIST. CODE C SCALE 0.0035
































































MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.00 RUDDER 0U.0O
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
10 12
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.00o S35EAC - 10.00oo LREF 3.D1120 IN.
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I ATFRAI -nlTRFCTIONAI INCRFMFNTAI CIFFFICr IFNTS IllF T rf'NTRl nllFFI F"CTIHNI lol, lll, l, I,./&IL~.'I&l.111- &ll~ll.,11.11 Jil. VL.II ¥l.~ll Wv l l iJu V IL. i ~1. Ikq,1 Bigsllbil -IU-- II.,.~w I ldl
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~- 4
-;~ -J. -1 -4 ' -t - l - 8 - 6 - 4- ; 0 t
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
- 5.0oUU MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDCER 0.000 S35EAB - 20.DDD 535EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.G120 IN.




SCALE 0.0035DATA MIST. COCE I*C


































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
iiir i1 -''rT-i- -- Iill i'l -vi- r! - i--,- it i"1 F Ill--,- illr Tll ~ill ~I-II 7I7 -rT
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-16 -14 -12 -10 - - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Z.000 BETA O.DDD00 CATASET CLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 S$.IN.
O.00 RUDDCER 0.000 535EA9 - 20.000 S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




SCALE 0.0035CODEF I*CDATA HIST.
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DATA HIST. COCE I*C
DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET CLTELV CATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10000 LREF 3.0120 IN.





































































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFIC ENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
'I' ' 1 I1! II i -- "r i i , . 1 - I I1 II .| . 1 I1 II . I . I II*1'1T* r...
tf Xf Xf f Xf~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~












-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0 2 4 6 10o
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON tDLTELV) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Z.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.904U Sd.
o.000 RUDDER 0.000 S35EAB - 20.00D0 35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




C.ODE .I, SCALE 0.0035



























































































-oo -- b -14 -in - 8
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUESQ 23.0100 MACH 2.00 BETA 0. 000
CANARD o.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE I*C
T .! _ _ _" ! _ _ ._ _ w - '; -' _ _ .i . . . _ ._. .! __ i , ~'- i !g' w i IWV I
'
VI i. i . i w Ir
_ __ _ _ __ .._ _. 
_. _,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
_ _ 
_ _ _ . __~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~








I~ ~-.----..~ .~_~ ' ~'"'" ..... ~~ _ .
-6 -4 -2 0 2 6
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 10000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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.. . .. . . . .. II i l l . I l .a. 20 ~ .-... . -














. .- _ _ _ _ :~~~~~~~
20 -18 -16 -J4 -J2 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 3.000 BETA 0.000
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
- 8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - I.00DU LREF 3.0120 IN.
































































.008 _ _ _ _
.002 
.000 - = - -
-. 0024 -. . '
- .006
-. 008 . . , -
-22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - -6 -4 - 2 0 2 4 6 8
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON (DLTELV) DEGREES
L ALPFHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
10.000 MACH 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET CLTELV SREF 14.9040
CANARC 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 535EAB - ZO.GOO S35EAC - 10.OO0 LREF 3.0120
S35EAO 0.000 S3SEAA 10.000 BREF 6.0180XMRF 7 .2990
YHRF 0.0000
ZNLRP 0.0000
DATA HrI.er rCODE , *Cr SCALE 0.0035















































































. _ __ . _ _.J
_~~~~~ _ __= 
. . _ __ _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
__ _ . , . / ,_, _
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10
INCREMENTAL ELEVON
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 3.000 BETA 0.0OD
CANARD 0.0DO RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
- 8 - 6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8 10 12
DEFLECTION, DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EAS - 20.0DO S35EAC - 10.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
S35EAO O.000 S35EAA 10.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.XMRF 7.2990 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRF 0 .000o IN.
SCALE 0.0035
M-493GO/C B25W19C8VO,.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAO-EAO) [S35EAB) 22 SEP 71
i , _ I . 1
PAGE 401
















2 00 -0 - -16 -14
DATA MIST. CO'E I*C
- .004
0









DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON CDLTELV) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
S35EA8 - 20.000 S35EAC 10.:000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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-L- .' T -r Tr Tt ,a r , T 
~_ __~jEZhI_ ..- 
.2 -0- 1 1 J14 -22 . . .. , 5... 4 -2 W J
-20 -16 -16 -14 -12 -10 -6 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 6 .0 12
INCREMENTAL ELEVON DEFLECTION. DELTA-ELEVON [DLTELV) DEGREES
SYMBOL AL.HA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATIONQ 23.000 MACH 3.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTELV DATASET DLTELV SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
CANARD 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 535EAB - 20.000 S35EAC - 1o.ouo LREF 3.0120 IN.




SCALE . 0035M43G/C ATA IST. CODEICREMETSCEAEA 3EA 22 SEP 71
M-493GD/C B25Wl9CSVlO. ELEVON INCREMENTStEAO-EAO) (S35EAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 403
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-28 -26 -24 -22
INCREMENTAL CANARD
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER D0.000
-I1 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND)
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCNC
T35CA8 - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.00
T35EAO 0.000
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-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTCND CDATASET DLTCI
T35CA - 3AA - 15.C
T35EAO 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
8 -6 -4 -2 0
CDLTCND) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMA TI ON
NC SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.




ZMRP O . 00 IN.
.SCALE 0.0035
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-32 -30 -2s -26 -24 -2 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -6 -6 - 4 -2
z
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND)]DEGREE
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INF
O 15.000 nMACH 0.900 BETA 0.Ou CDATASET DLTCND CDATASET DLTCNC SREF .14.9040
ELEVON 0.000 RUCCER 0.000 T35CASB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.O0U LREF 3.012
T35EAO 0000 BREF 6.016CXHRP T.299C
YHRP 0.0000
ZHRP U.OoUU
DATA MIST. CODE *CSCALE 0.003
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTS(EAA-EAO) CT35CAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE
0 2
ES



























DATA MIST. CODE I*C
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND] DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET CLTCNO DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040
T35CAB - 30.D00 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120
























































































INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD C[DLTCND) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 0.900 BETA 10.000 DATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.0100 T35CA8 - 30.000 T35CAA I i5,00U LREF 3.0120 IN
T35EAO U.( joU00 ~ BREF 9.1280 IN.
XMRP 7.2990 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.1 COC12 I N.
SCALE 0.0135CATA MIST. COCE I*C











o -. 08-- 
-Y 0 0 N 
113
XMRF 7.2990 IN
DATA MIST. CODE I*C SCALE 0.0035
5,3 A H 120 B T .O AAE LCD DTSTDTN RF 1.DD $,N
~~~~ELV O.DRUDDROOE TSA OOD ' 3CA-1.D RF 3O~ N




Z~~~~~~~~~~~~~AA IT OEICSA E ¢03
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTS(EAA-EAO) (T35CAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 409
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0.000 T35CAB - 30.00O-
T35EAO 0.000














































































-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20 -18
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAE TRIC VALUES
nACH 1.200 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUCCDER 0.000
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDL
CATA SOURCE
CATASET CLTCNC CATASET CLTCNC
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000
T35EAO 0.00
CATA HIST. COCE I*C










M-493GD/C B25W19C8VIO.ELEVON INCREMENTS[EAA-EAO) (T35CAB) 22 SEP 71
2
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-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE I*C
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -- B - 6 - 4 -2 1 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTCNC CATASET DLTCNC SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
T35CA0 - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.01Z0 IN.
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22 SEP 71 PAGE 412
a -28 -26 -24 -22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2 O
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
FPARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET CLTCNC CATASET CLTCNC SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
ELEVON O.000 RUCCER D0.00 T35CAS - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




..... ..S.T CT . .. ... s *SCALE 0.00350ATIA MIST1. CD-LE ILC














































-30 -Z8 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
fMACH 2o.00 BETA 0.000







CATA MIST. CODE 1*C
4 -12 -10 - - 6 - 4 - 2 0
DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET 'DLTCND SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
O0 T35CAA - 15,000 LREF 3.01-20 IN.



































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
.'''''I ''''''''''rw . . . T .. . . .i .r ,,'''
.-- ~~~~~~' !- -- i i !  i !- ! "!ii!!i!ii!~!i!!·
[Xt~t~t/
-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
LPHA FARAMETRIC VALUES
O.OO0 MAC 2.0000 . BETA 0.0OD
ELEVON .000 RUDDER 0.000
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDL
CATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTCND DATA SET CLTCNC
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000
T35EAO 0.000
DATA MIST. COCE I*C
- 6 - 4 -2 0 2
TCND) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION


























































NCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
-...Tg. .  ill .f . l . l i1 .. l . l * 1 .l l rlllll l TITl .. .ll Ill Illgg Illg 








-26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 2.000 BETA 0.00DO
ELEVON 0.0(0 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE I*C
-1d -16 -14 -12 -10 - 6 - 4 -
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORiMA
DATASET CLTCNC DATASET CLTCND SREF. 14.9040
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.001 LREF 3.0120
















LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLEC' r IONS
. _ _. __ i __ i ._ i i_ i i . i __ _. __ i'_ i i"'_ i i i i i r i i wj
L .,___  
.- _ _ - _ _ _/
_ vC _ _
.- _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ ____ -- ~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
_ _ . _
_ 




-26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
2.000 BETA 0.0 0,
O.o00 RUDDER 0.000
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTCNC CATASET DLTC
T35CAE - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.
T35EAO 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE 1*C
8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
(DLTCND) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
NC SREF 14.9040 Sa.IN.










































































0 -2 -2S -24 -22 -20 -1S -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 -2 0 2
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
ACH 2.000 SBETA 0.000 DAtASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 S.IN.
ELEVON O.OO RUDDER 0.000 T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 5.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE I*C
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-30 -2s -26 -24 -22 -eo
INCREMENTAL CANARD
FARAHETRIC VALUES
nACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040
T35CAB - 30.G00 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120




















































































o~ ~ ~~£EO -. 000 -UDE -. U T-SA - - DOD T35C - 15,00-
U
z __ _ _Il-.12
13
0
U -32 -3. -28 -26 -24 -22 -80 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -a -6 -4 -2 0
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
SYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
10.000 MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000 VATASET CLTCND DATASET CLTCND SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000 T35CAS - 30.000 T3SCAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




DATA MIST. CODE J*C
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
TTii i C* i*' i _ i * i'"" * i i i i1 ' ii II' * I I1' 1 1 ii i'' ' 1 ill wr --WW 
XX W~~~~~~~~~~~~t W1X<Xx~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
f~t t$~/
-t: __ _ -- 7 _ __ __,_
4I X =/X
t~ //14= 
-28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDOER 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 -4 -2 0 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTCNC DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 S5.IN.
T35CA - 30.000 T3SCAA - 15.000 LREF 3.00 I N.





































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE. TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
r _ __ _ :,,, ___ ~~~~~~~~... _ 
r___________ _ ________ 7 _ _ _
-- - ____ _.___ - .-- -- ___ _ _ -
_..... _ _ _-










DATA MIST. COCE I*C
-16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET CLTCND DATASET CLTCNC SREF 14.9040
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.00o LREF 3.0120






































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLEC'
AK
-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
4ACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDCER 0.000
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DL
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000
T35EAO 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
f'IONS







YMRF 0.0000 I N.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035






























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL I NCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
_ __~.... _ 
. , . , 
. /




-28 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MA CH 1.200 BE TA 0. 000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 6
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD COL
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTCNC CATASET DLTCND
T35CAB - 30.D000 T35CAA - 15.000
T35EAO 0.000
DATA HIST. COCE 1*C






















MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUCCER 0.000
CATA HIST. COCE I*C
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFEREICE INFORMATION
CATASET DLTCNC CATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
T35CA8 - 30.D00 T35CAA - t5.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.

































-24 -22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
PAGE 425
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
I
-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.200 BETA 0D.00
ELEVON 0.000 RUDCCER O.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
-18 -16 -14 -12 -io - 8 4 - 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 SG.IN.
T35CAB 30.00 T35CAA - 15000 LREF 3.0120 IN.














































DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
-J
' .00 





z - _ __ _ __ _-'
U 4
L-
r-1O~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ YRF -05a IN.
-J





Li -. 1 
F-
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTIONP DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
sYMBOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 20.000 ACH 1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND $REF 14.9040 S1.IN.
ELEvON 0.000 RUDDER 0.oD0 T3SCAB - 30.DD0 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




DATA HIST. CODE I*C









zr -. 03 -- -_ _ _ _
FJ
I-o






















LT- 35- - "
0
I,






DATA MIST. CODE R*C SCALE 0NR.05N
M-493GD/C B25Wl9C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAA-EAO) (T35CAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 428





M93/C B51CVOEEO NRMNSEAEO T5A)2 E 1P G 2
IN.
I .- -- - -- -- .-- - - .- II-- 1-
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
_ ....... 
.
,,- , _...._.. _ ,
.L , , ..
,,~~ _ __ _ ....
__ .._..
......
-50 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
FARAMETRIC VALUES
HMACH 2.000 BETA O.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUCCER 0.000
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2 0
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET CLTCNO CATASET DLTCNC SREF 14.9040 SO.IN
T35CAB - 30.00O T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
T35EAO 0D000 BREF 6.0180 IN.XMRF 7.2990 IN.
YMRF 0.0000UUUU IN.
ZMRF O.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035CATA HIST. CODE I*C








































MACH 2.000 BETA .o000
ELEVON . 000 RUCCER O.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET DLTCND DATASET CLTCND SREF 14.9040
T35CAB -. 30.00 T35CAA - 15.0 LREF 3.0120























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
_~~~~~~~~~~~.. __..__....
-22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 8
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CD
PARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE
MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000 DATA'ET CLTCNC CATASET CLTCNC
ELEVON 0.000 RUDCER 0.D00 T35CA - 30.00 T35CT35CAA - 15.000
T35EAO 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C



































































-. - -28 - -24 -2 - -6 -4 -2 - 4 2 z
~~~~o L I I I I I I I I I I I I I I I~~~~~~~~~ZMR O0000 I N
t--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ~SCALE -.. 35





O -32 - 30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -1o -8 -6 -4 - 2 0 2
= INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD [DLTCND] DEGREES
sYMBOL ALFHA FARAMETRIC VALUES DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
O 20.000 MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTCND DATASET CLTCNO SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.




DATA HIST. CODE IC
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTS(EAA-EAO] CT35CAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 432
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
Il [,, [[! 'll II _'[ _ ,, , ll _ [_ , ,,[ l . l T rT T ,[ " [[ Il ,,, T1
~~~~~~. ,_.. . ...
_ . _ . - __ -/g~~~~~~~~~~,, '
.- __  . ,f' _ -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
_ __ _ __ _ /z ___, -
/C _ 
_ _ _ _ . : _~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~









DATA HIST. CODE 1*C
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - a - 6 - 4 - 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET DLTCND DATASET CLTCND SREF 14.9040
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.00 LREF 3.0120










































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO





MACH 0.900 BETA 0. 00
ELEVON ·O.00 RUCDER O.D0
CATA MIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET CLTCNC CATASET CLTCNC SREF- 14.9040 SQ.IN.
BREF .0120 'IN.T35CAS - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 L  3. D IN.
T35EA0 0.0OO RBREF 6.0180 IN.
XMRP 7.2990 IN.
YMRF 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0.0 00 IN.
SCALE 0.0035


















































I ATFRAI _nlIRFrT1NAI N IrRFMFNTAI CfrFFFIC IFNTS DUEllF T ICINTRfI DEFLECTIONS




















DATA MIST. CODE ISC
CDLTCND) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
NC SREF 14.9040 SQ.




















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
fl i 1' r ~ I ll I I II I jl i ' 11 il Ij 1 ' _'~ I f i i 1f l _ 1 1
,_ _i+= == = _ =====__=
__ _
__= =-=-= =-=== ===-'~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
t= = = = = = = == = __ ==~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-
-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
FARAMETRIC VALUES
NACH 0.900 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - B
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD CDL
DATA SOURCE
DATASET DLTCND DATASET CLTCND
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000
T35EAO 0.000
DATA MIST. COCE 14C
M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10,ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAA-EAO) CT35CAB)





























































































































-26 -24 -22 -20 -18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 - 6 - 4 - 2
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
FARAMETRIC VALUES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
D.900 BETA 0.000 CATASET DLTCND CATASET CLTCND SREF 14.9040
0.000 RUCCER 0.000 T35CA0 - 3D.OD T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120




r· CODE I*C SCALE 0.0035r.COCE 1 









_ ~~ _ . . . .......









LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
.024 - - -
















0U~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ ZMR 00000 IN-.006
-. 010
MX -632 -30 -28 26 -24 -22 -20 -to -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 -6 -4 -2 0 2
INCREMENTAL CANARD DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD CDLTCNO) DEGREES
SYMBOL ALFHA PARAMETRIC VALUVES CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
Q 2.3.000 MACH 0.900 BETA 0.000 CATASET DLTCND DATASET CLTCNC SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0 C R 0 35 B - .000  1 . 00 LREF 3.0120 IN.
T35EAO 0.000 BREF 6.0198 IN.
XMRP 7.2990 IN.
YMRP 0.Q000 IN.
ZMRP 0. 0000 IN.
CATA MIST. COCE I*C SCALE D.O035


















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFFICIFNTS nlUE T CmTlfRNTnl nFFrLFCTIN




























1 .20G BETA OU.OGO
D.vGOO RUDDER 0.000
. . . . . . . .. . . .. . . I. .. . .. ... .... .
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD
DATA SOURCE
CATASET DLTCND CATASET CLTCN
T35CAB - 30U.U0 T35CAA - 15.C
T35EAO 0.000DU
DATA MIST. COCE I*C
B
- . .. -I. i I l
CDLTCND) DEGREES
REFERENCE INFORMATION
NC SREF 14.9040 S. IN.
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2





LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
. \ \ - -~~~· 
-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
FARAMETRIC VALUES
-lB -16 -14 -12 -10 - 0
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD cDL
A TA SOURCE
1.200 BETA 0.000 DATASET DLTCND





























DATA HIST. CODE I*C














































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
_iii._ ............ ___;_ -- _ ................. _.. _l 1, ii _l _~ _l _il ll ll il il ii il ;1 T if iT
-~~~~~~~~ ~~ ~ ~ ~ II I I .
-~~~ ~ ~ ~~~ ~ ~~~~~ , II -- -- 
w~ ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~i i 
N
-~~~~ ,,,= === = =-
- > v - - - - -/
- = S\-= = = ======/
....... 
-26 -24 -22 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 1.200 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HZST. CODE I*C
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 - 8 6 -4 -2 O 2
DEFLECTION, DELTA-CANARD CDLTCND) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTCNC CATASET DLTCNC SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
T35CAS - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.






































































F- .000 _ _
z
- -. 002




X -32 -30 -28 -z6 -24
INCREMENT
SYMBOL ALFnHA FPARAMETRIC VA
Q 20.000 MACH 1.200 BET
ELEVON 0.000 RUI






ICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
cATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.





M-493GD/C B25W19CSV10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAA-EAO) CT35CAB) 22 SEP 71
L A TERAL-DIRECT I ONAL INCREMENTAL
.OZ :' I . , ' I I I I . I I I I I
PAGE 442
LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
-~~~~~~ __
- -- - - - - - -~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~...





nACH I.200 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA HIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET DLTCND DATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.










































-0 2 -4 -2 C 2
PAGE 443
























NACH 2.000 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.000
DATA MIST. CODE I*C
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
DATASET DLTCND CATASET DLTCND SREF 14.9040 SO.IN.
T35CAB - 3.D000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.01ZO IN.


























T .' T. .w ,-,, J, .. ,, .W ... ,i. , . . w, ,





























































-80 -28 -26 -Z4 -229 -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
PARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 2.000 BETA OU.ODO
ELEVON 0.000 RUDDER 0.[OD
DATA MIST. COCE I*C
I ~ , I _, ,I -II . I . I . I I . I I .. .I I I . . .i
-18 -16 -14 -12 -10 -8 
- 6 - 4 - 2
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
DATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMA
DATASET DLTCNC DATASET CLTCNC SREF 14.9040
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3.0120
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I I I I
I1.
I





















lENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS
wll ~l ' l T ! .,l . l lwl "l ",,, wl.w. ' f ,,, l it ffT lif . l ~l ~ ff**'
_~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ _ i _ __.
=- =- = , -=== =--
_Ii___-i_






-30 -28 -26 -24 -22 -20 -18
INCREMENTAL CANARD
FARAMETRIC VALUES
MACH 2.000 BETA 0.000
ELEVON 0. 000 RUCCER . U000
CATA MIST. COCE I*C
-16 -14 -t12 -o10 - 8 - 4 0
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCND) DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET CLTCND CATASET DLTCNC SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
T35CAB - 30.000 T35CAA - iUOO LREF 3.0120 IN.



























LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL INCREMENTAL COEFFICIENTS DUE TO CONTROL DEFLECTIONS












I- * - .0-
0 00
Uii -. 002 30$ - .00 I 
-. DID
p.-. -. 002 - - -
ZMRF -. OGOD IN.
DNCRECENAL ANARDDEFLECATA TEIST. COLDE IDL HRC SCALE 0.035 IN
DATA HZST. CODE {CALE 0.0000 IN.






















X -32 -30 -28 -26 -24 -2Z -20
INCREMENTAL CANARD
SYBNOL ALPHA PARAMETRIC VALUES
0 23.000 MACH 2.000 BETA L0. 000
ELEVON 0.0 O RUCCER 0.000
CATA MHST. COCE J1C
-18 -16 -14 .- 1 - lO -8 - 6 - 4 -2 
DEFLECTION. DELTA-CANARD (DLTCNDO DEGREES
CATA SOURCE REFERENCE INFORMATION
CATASET OLTCND DATASET CLTCND SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
T35CAS - 30.000 T35CAA - 15.000 LREF 3 0120 IN.





M-493GD/C B25W19C8V10.ELEVON INCREMENTSCEAA-EAO) CT35CAB) 22 SEP 71 PAGE 448
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
SyMHOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WICBV10 E=-ZO C=O R=O 0.000 10o.0o 0.000
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CV8V 1 E=-Z C=O R 0.000 0.000OOO 0.000
< MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B5ZW9CSV10 E:-20 C=: R= 0.000O -1O.000 0.000
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wl9CSV10 E=-2Z C=O R=O 0.000 -20.000 0.000
MACH 0,900
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.


















































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER
MFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CdV10 E=-2G C-0 R= 0.a000 10.000 0.000 0.000
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV0l E=-20 CO0 R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 ,0.000
SFC TWI-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=-20 C=0 R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000




































































0 2 4 6 8 10
LJ
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(X35EAA) M SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSV1O E=-ZU C=0(X3 EAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25Wi9CV10 E-20O C=0
XSSEAC) B MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19C8V1B0 E-20 C=O(X35EAB MSFC TWT-493 GD/C BS5Wl9CV VIO E=-20 C=O
MACH 1.200Z
ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
R=O 0.000 0.000 o.o0o 0.000 LREF 3.010 IN.
R=o 0.000 -10.000 0.000 0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.





I ATr'lhi nTIrrTTAiILIl I 'IIir- IlnTIlll nirTTIl nnIITnr TIrI'
ItKAL-UMIKtLII NAL LUNbIIUUI NAL rAKIIAL UtKlVAIIVLb
, i , i . . . . . .' i . . ... i i' i i i' i i . . . . . . . . . . '".. . . . . . . . .- '. .
2 a 1) 2 14 1 i 0 2 24 1O 2 B B IO 2. _ -~-_.. 9_.._
O Z 4 6 ' 10 ' O 2 J.4 16 18 20 22B Z4 26
ANGLE OF
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-20 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-20 C=O
MNSFC TWT-493 GCD/C S25W9CBV10 E=-20 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-20 C=D
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
R-O 0.000 10.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=O 0.000 -10.000 0.000














































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
_~~~~~~__.- _ . .----
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02 2 4 6 8 10 lB 14 16 18 20 22 24 26
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 CD/C BZSW19C8V1[
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025WI9C8VIl
MSFC TWT-493 CGDC B25W19C8VlI
MSFC TWT-493 GDCC BZSW19CSV1I
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD 
D E=-20 C=0 R= O 0.000 100 G0 0.000
G E=-20 C=0 R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
0 E=-20 C=0 R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000








i SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
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0 2 4 6 8 lB 12 14 16 18 20D 22 Z4 2'6
ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTiON
XS35EAA I MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 925W19CBVI0 E=-20 C=0
(X35EAO ) MSFC TWT-493 GC/C 825W19C8V10 E=-20 CO0
( X35EAC) M SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-20 C-0




R=0 0.00 10.000 0.000
R=O . 000 .0.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000
























































IERAL-DIRECTIONAL LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
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ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. OEGREES
CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDCCER
(X35EAA) Q tSFC TWT-49 CCD/C B25Wl9CSVl0
iX35EAO) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025W19CSV10
IX35EAC) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10
IX35EAS) N MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 025Wi9C8V10
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIPTION BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
(X3SEAA) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSv10 E=-20 C=0 R=D D.D00 10.000 U.000 .00DD SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
(X3SEAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=-20 C=O R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
(X35EAC) O NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E=-20 C=D R=O .00D0 -10.DD0 0.000 0D.DO BREF 6.D10o IN.
(X35ECAD) NSFC TiT-493 GD/C 625W19CSV10 E=-20 C=0 R =0 0.000 -20.000 0.000 0.000 XMRP 7.2990 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZNRP 0.0000 IN.
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MSFC TWT-493 GD/C e25W1i9CsVI E=-20 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25U19C8V10 E=-20 C=0
HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSV10 E=-20 C=0
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVI1 E=-20 C=0
ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
R i0 0.000 10.000 0.000
R:0 0.000 0.000 0.000
R=0 0.000 -10.000 0.000
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTICN BETA ELEVON CANARD
SFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8Vl0 E=-20 C=O R=O 0.000 10.000 0.000
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-20 C=0 R=0 0.000 0.000 0.000
Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=-20 C^0 R=0 O.000 -10.000 0.000
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X ANGLE OF
DATA SET SYNSOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(X35EAA) C MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V1D E=-20 C=o
(X35EAO) HSFC TWT-493 GD/C BZ5W19CV10 E=-2U C-O
IX35EACI) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CBV 10 E=-20 C=0



















0.U00 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.0a0 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACt
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8VIO E=-20 C=U
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C9V10 E=-20 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9C8VI0 E=-20 C=O
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25WI9CSVIO E=-20 C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GCDC B625W9COVI1 E=-ZO C=O
MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19CSV10 E=-20 C=O













0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTZON BETA ELEVON CANARD
NSFC TWT-493 GD/C BIWIO:CBVI, E=-20 C:O RO 0.000 10.000 0.000
MBFC TWT-493 GD/C E2'WICV101 E-.20- C:O R: 0a00 0 0.000 0.000
SFrC TWT-493 GO/C EStW19CBV10 E -zD C:O ROU .D000 -10.000 0.000
















































ERAL-DIRECTIONAL LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
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_~ ~~~~NL .F ATA_ ALH,DERS
CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT-493 0G/C B5SW19C8V10 E--20 C=D
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W9C8V10 E--20 C=0
MSFC TWT-493 GO/C B25W19CSV0I E--20 C=0
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
o
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION CESCRIFTION
(Y3SEAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19C8V10 E=0
(Y35CAA) NSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV10 E:O















0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.ZN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATI










0 2 4 6 8
ANGLI
CATA SET SYNBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRPFTION
( Y35EAO) Q MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSVID E=0
( Y35CAA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CV 10 E-O
(Y35CAS) 0 MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CsV10 E=G
MACH
10 12 14 16 18
E OF ATTACK, ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD
C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 0.000
C=-30 R=D 0.000 0.000 -15.000
C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -30.000
.200
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0I20 IN.
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0 2 4 $ 8
ANGL
DATA SET 5YMBOL CONFIGURATION OESCRIPT1ON
(Y3IE:AO) 9 SFC TWT-493 GO/C BZSWI9C6V10 E£=
Y35CAA) MSFC TWT-493 GO/C 25,I19CeV10 E-O
(Y35CABI O NSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19C8V10 E=0
MA CH
10 12 14 I6 1is










0.000 SREF 14.9040 S$.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.




































ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION BETA ELEVON CANARD
IY35EAO) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C z25W19CSV1G E=O C=-30 R0 0.00O0 0.b000 000o
(Y35CAA) R HSFC TWT-493 GC/C B2SW19CBVIO E=O C=-3u R=D 0.000 0.000 -1s.000
IY35CAD) O MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 8s5W19CaVIO E=0 C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -30.000
MACH 0.900
RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK, ALPHA, DEGREES
DATA SET SYHBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Y35EAO) M nSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CSVI0 E=O
(Y35CAA) MSFC TWT-493 GCC/C B25WI9CBVIO E=O





























































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
.. _
._12 14 is 20 22 24 '_
DATA SET SYHMOL CONFIGURATION DESCRI
(Y35EAOI MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825
(Y35CAA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825
(Y35CAB) I HSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825
MA CH
ANGLE OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
PTI ON BETA ELEVON CANARD 
5W19CSVIG E=O C=-30 R=G 0.000 0.000 0.00
5W19CSVI0 E=: C=-30 R=- 0.000 0.000 -15.000






















































LATERAL-DIRECTIONAL LONGITUDINAL PARTIAL DERIVATIVES
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l Y35CAB9 J 
2 4 6 a
ANGLE
CONFIGURATION DCESCRIFTION
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25W19CSV910 E:=
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25wIg9CBVl E-G
MSFC TWT-493 GD/C 825W19CtV10 E=O
10 12 14 16 J8
OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RI
C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 O.00 
C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.D00 
C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -30.000L 
MACH 0.900
UDCCER REFERENCE INFORMATION
0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
0.000 LREF 3.0120 IN.
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ANGLE OF ATTACK., ALPHA. DEGREES
DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIPTION
(Y35EAO) M HSFC TWT-493 GCO/C 825W19C8V10 E=
(Y35CAA) MSFC TWT-493 GD/C B25WI9CSVI1 E=O











D.000 SREF 14.9040 S$.IN.
G.DGG LREF 3.o120 IN.
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DATA SET SYMBOL CONFIGURATION DESCRIFTION
(Y35EAO) Q MSFC TWT-493 GCCC 825Wl9C8V10 E=b
(Y35CAA) S MFC TWT-493 GD/C 825WL9C8V10 E=O
(Y35CABS) 1 SFC TWT-493 GC/C 8ZSW9CsBV1 E=O
MA CH 2.000
E OF ATTACK. ALPHA. DEGREES
BETA ELEVON CANARD RUDDER REFERENCE INFORMATION
C=-30 R=O 0. 00 0.000  .100 0.000 SREF 14.9040 SQ.IN.
C=-30 R=O 0.000 0.000 -15.000 0.000 LREF 3.ol0Z IN.
C=-30 R:O 0.000 0.000 -30.000 0.000 BREF 6.0180 IN.
XMRF ?.2990 IN.
YMRP 0.0000 IN.
ZMRP 0.0000 IN.
SCALE 0.0035
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